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to open
academy
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A new elementary school will
provide instruction at two campuses this fall to serve the educational needs of students in Calloway and Marshall counties.
Emmanuel Baptist Academy,
which is a new Christian school,
will initially offer instruction in
grades kindergarten through
sixth. Then, one grade will be
added each year.
"The academy is being formed
by churches who are among the
52 members of the Blood River
Baptist Association," said Dr.
Bruce Siebold, who serves on the
school's steering committee. "All
the churches were invited to be
involved. So far, more than half
are already working on various
aspects of the school."
Students in Calloway County
will be able to attend the Murray
site, which will be located at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church on
Wiswell Road.
Siebold said the Maishall
County location has not yet been
announced.
"The membership of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church has agreed
to let us use the first floor, which
is more than ample space," Siebold said. "We have seen the

"The vision for
the school is to
raise up a generation of children
who have an
academic education, but who
have also been
prepared to represent Jesus
Christ in the
world."
Dr. Bert Slebold
(Committee member)

Lord's hand working through
this. We were given free and
clear use of the space by a unanimous vote."
In fact, Siebold said the congregation also approved the slight
modifications that were required
because of health and fire codes.
The academy has been in the
formative stages for several
years. However, it wasn't until
MI See Page 2
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission approved a preliminary plat
proposal for the Westbrook subdivision Wednesday.
The proposal was passed on
the condition that the city engineer approve the plan before any
construction is started and an exit
to the east of the subdivision be
allowed.
The proposed subdivision will
be located off Johnny Robertson

Road northeast of the Gatesborough subdivision and will use the
existing street of Tanglewood
Drive as a south entrance and
will have a north entrance to he
named Diane Drive.
"The subdivision needs an east
end road for public safety, traffic
or whatever. Instead, you would
have to drive to the back of the
subdivision, get stuck, turn
around and have to drive hack
out and go to the next (cast/west)
road," said Chairman Einar Jen-

To most people, a college education is essential when trying to
find a successful career.
But, according to Lynn Tackett, this is not necessarily the
Case.

BERNARD KANE t•dirr & T"•s p^ceo

ROAD CREW: Jessie Thomason and Wally Nall gather tool after spending the day working in the
parking lot located on 16th Street in front of Murray State University's Faculty Hall.

Gorman:Look at juvenile issues
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Chris Gorman
urged a legislative subcommittee
to help get juvenile crime issues
on the agenda for an upcoming
special session of the General
Assembly.
In testimony to the Subcommittee on Juvenile Crime, Gorman on Tuesday urged members
to write Oov. Brereton Jones in
support of the idea, despite rum -

blings from legislators against a
long session.
Gorman said later in an interview that be made the request to
Jones in conversation. "He said,
'I can't put it on (the agenda) if
the legislative leaden won't hear
it.•" Gorman said.
Jones said Monday he still
plans to call a special session on
July 31. Some legislative leaden
luive said the session should be

limited to redisuicting. v.hich has
been court-ordered Jones wants
Lawmakers to consider construction and budget projects as well
Gorman said he disagreed with
those who say juvenile crime
issues should wail until the Gen
cal Assembly's regular less1011,
winch begins in January
O-Se• P
-ag• 2
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in a Ledger intersiew
'The subdivision will lie within
a four-mile radius of the city limits, giving the city Jurisdiction to
require certain construction
ordinances.
Butch Seargent. director of
planning and engineering, told
the commission the developer
will have to bring any changes in
the plans to the commission for
approval.

cr draws an access road going
cast
In other business
*The commission had pIrrined
to hear a request by .1 ambert
Vending who is seeking parking
rights to a vacant lot in the rear
of its building
Jensuom told the commission
the representative for the c orn
pany was unable to attend the
meeting

The commission will review
the plans again after the develop

III See Page 2
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Finger pointing
begins in
boat grounding

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

• See Pig, 2
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Commission OKs Westbrook plat

Tackett
steps down
as principal

Tackett, who will soon retire
from his job as principal of the
Kentucky Vocational and Technical School of Murray, said there
are many avenues a person who
does not want to go to college
can take.
"Many times we push our students into college when they're
not interested." Tackett said."We
need to back off of them and let
them see the different careers or
professions they can attain."
This point has been a major
part of Tackett's 22 years in vocational education.
Since becoming principal of
the Kentucky Vocational and
Technical School, Tackett has
had the opportunity to witness
many success stories on the vocational level.
"My goal was to work with
young people and take them as
Far as they could go," he said.
"It's always good to see people
succeed."
Tackett said he has seen many
changes since becoming principal
of the vocational school.
"I think the biggest change we
have made is getting industry
behind us," he said. "They see

OP; PANE 1 4..19•S '•

SLUGGING AWAY: Teams in the instructional League lower division took the held Tuesday evening for a game in the Murray-Cauoway
County Park. Team sponsors we Sirloin Stockade (at bat) and the Rosewood Babes

By TED BRIERS
Associated Press Writer
A crane began dredging the
muddy bottom of the Ohio River
to free the huge American Queen
steamboat stranded on a Kentucky sandbar near Hawesville for
three days.
The first finger pointing over
who to blame began Tuesday.
too.
The Delta Queen Steamboat
Co.. which owns the 418-foot
paddlewheeler, said the dredging
will allow its riverboat to make it
safely back into the deep water
channel of the Ohio River about
6 p.m. CDT today.
The captain intentionally
beached the 3,707-ton ship early
Sunday for a photo opportunity,
then got stuck after water levels
dropped over the next several
hours. Powerful tugs couldn't
budge it.
The Queen was well clear of
the commercial channel, so all
2$5 passengers on board — mostly non-paying travel ages and
travel writers — were in no real
danger. Some water around the
boat was. knee high
The last passengers rode to
shore atop an empty barge Tuesday for a bus trip home. About
100 of them had disembarked
earlier Monday. The boat carries
a crew of 159.
Meanwhile, the steamboat

compAny issued a st.itement
Tuesday laying some blame on
the Army Corps of Lngincers.
which operates thc locks and
dams along the Ohio RIbCt ThC
company said the corps "lowered
the river stage faster than anticipated" on Sunday
River levels had been unusual
ly high but falling steadily since
heavy rains in late May
Delta Queen spokeswoman
Tern Monaghan said the ship's
master. Capt. John Devitt, was
fully aware of the river level
going down due to the receding
flood water. How aware he was
of what the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers was doing. I really
don't know.—
But the corps said that it
wasn't obligated to warn Davin
or anyone else that flood gates
were open downstream at the
locks and dam at Newburgh. hid.
— thereby lowering the water
level upstream — because it was
only trying to reach normal, pre.
flood levels.
"We disagree that we lowered
It very fast. The river itself has
been Ong down very fast since
the flooding." corps spokesman
Kea Crawford said Tuesday.
Besides. Crawford added: “We
expect craft going down the river
to remain in the navigation
II See Peg* 2
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Salem Baptist Church
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Pastor John Sheppard

Sunday, June 25
Guest Speaker: Brother Buron Richerson
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Meal

10 a.m.
11 am
Noon

Singing Begins At 1:30 p.m. With
'The Ilarmonaires' from Murray
EVERYONE WELCOME

Not
The Marra) site has bees
licensed to accommodate 19
students
Seseral peopte from different
tberkbes have indkated MICICS4„Sec hold said "like arc set) enthusiastic about it The operating budget of the
academy is separate from the
Blood Riser Baptist Assof iation
tvedget The school is funded
through the paynsent of tuition. as
*cll as contributions
The school is an the process of
hiring tcachen *ho arc Southern
Baptist.
"We first hasc to find the facilities. read!, them and then we will
seek teachers." Siebold said
"Our calendar sill he more lieu
Isle. but it ••ill he parallel to the
putli ...hools.The surriculum for the school
was selected h)a committee consisting of Southern Baptist teach•
ers from Marshall and Calloway
sounties. Parents were also
encouraged to provide input.
ERA will use curricula from
Christian textbook publishers
such as BJU Press, A BEKA.
Christian Schools International
and Association of Christian
Schools International. The school
will also use matenals from one
secular publisher, Silver-Burdett
& Ginn's World of Reading, a
literature-based basal reading
series.
The Bible will be taught daily,
in addition to des:otions and
weekly chapel meetings. Scripture memory will be practiced
daily. Children of non-Christian
parents are welcome.
"I feel that as a parent. it is my
responsibility and privilege to do
this." said Sharon Siebold. "Having gone through it (the curriculum selection). I feel better able
to handle my. child. Even if they
are not in the classroom, every
parent will know what their
children are learning."
The Sieholds assisted in the
1gq3 formation of Murray Christian Academy:. a nondenominational prisate Christian
s,-hool located in Murray.
"Our son. Michael. goes to
hurch with students from South et Elementary. Murray
Elemenury and MCA and he is
home-seh.voled." Sharon Siebold
said. "Our community offers so
many things and this is just
:mother terrific option."
For more information about the
is.adem, call 753-6487 or

FROM PAGE 1
FROU PAGE 1
Lamben Vendee* a localed at
409 ". 4th Si.The compare) has
been using a vacant lot behind
it's building at 410 N 5th St for
parking
"%eve received a lot of salls
about the parking situation at this
location," Jensuorn said
Pictures of the lot were passed
among commission members and
some members asked about the
unsightliness of the lot
Commissioner Dan Miller
asked if the complaints received
were because of the parking situation or the shape in which the
lot is kept.
-Both," several commission
members answered at once
Miller also asked if the request
had come in response to the

FROM PAGE 1
how important it is for us to
teach young and old people new
skills."
One thing that is important to
the school is to try and receive
more funding in order to update
its equipment.
"The only way we can go is
up," Tackett said. "We need to

h

New Commerce Centre Hours
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
8:30-11:00 a.m. Saturday

1 The Commerce Centre is the home of:
* Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
* Economic Development Corporation
* Murray Tourism Commission
Please call us at 753-5171 or 759-2199 with any
event you are hosting that you would like to
have listed in our bi-monthly calendar of events!
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look and see the importance of
technical training."
Before coming to Murray,
Tackctt taught industrial arts in
Pikeville for five years. Tackett
enjoyed his time as a teacher
because of the scf-satisfaction of
seeing them succeed.
"I enjoyed seeing the interest
and motivation I could pull out of
the students," he said. "I've seen

a lot of students get interested in
vocational and technical
training."

water upstream that it will release
when dredging is completed.
"It won't be enough to float
the boat or wash it off, but it will
help," he said.
The corps can't release more
than 1 foot because of salvage
work at the upstream Cannelton
locks and dam, where barges
broke loose and sank last month.

had asked the company for its
plans on refloating the Queen.
"There still is some concerns
about the safety of people and
environmental safety," said
Chief Warrant Officer Charley
The
Kipouras in Louisville.
potential (for danger) is always
there."

After retirement, Tackett pans
to relax and help his wife Di Ann
with her career.
"My wife has a company and
I'll probably do some consulting," he said. "I love to fish and
play golf."

FROM PAGE 1
channel."
The Corps of Engineers guarantees river traffic a channel at
least 9 feet deep. Crawford said,
although the channel typically
runs 30 feet or more in places.
The corps only warns shipping
when the channel becomes too
shallow.
"Then we will tell the navigation industry," he said.
Still, the corps and the Delta
Queen Co. are cooperating.
Crawford said his agency already
raised the river about 1 foot, and
its holding another 1 foot of

"If we let water out too fast, it
will endanger those people"
working on that project, Crawford said.
The Coast Guard said it was
watching the dredging efforts and

Kipouras said the company
was using a clamshell crane to
dredge a path to the main river
channel, then probably will use
high-pressure suction to move the
sand and mud from beneath the
Queen.

Senate ends federal speed limit
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
time to get rid of the 55 mph federal speed limit for cars, the
Senate decided Tuesday, moving
to cancel a rule praised by safety
groups but opposed and flouted
by many motorists. The limit
would remain for big trucks and
buses.
Taking on other emotional
safety issues, senators rejected,
52-45, an attempt to eliminate
federal requirements for states to
impose seat belt and motorcycle
helmet laws. A further attempt is
expected to lift the helmet law,
however.
The issues came to the floor
during debate over the National
Highway System bill, which
would provide 513 billion over
two years to improve 159,886
miles of roads across the country.
The House has yet to consider the
MC.1SU re.
Defenders of the federal speed
limit said there was no question
that it had saved lives since it
took effect in 1974.
"If we raise the speed limit
and take the limits off, from a
national perspective, people will
die," said Sen. Mike DeWine, R Ohio, whose 22-year-old daughter was killed in an auto accident
last year.
Likewise, Sen. Frank Lautenberg. D-NJ., said getting rid of
the federal limit "will directly
contribute to death and injury for
thousands of Americans every
year."
Transportation Secretary
Federico Pena called the Senate's
action "disappointing." He said
repealing the federal speed limits

would add another 5,000 traffic
fatalities to the 40,000 that
already occur each year.
"The cost of these deaths and
injuries will be borne not only by
the victims themselves, but by us
all," Pena said. "The economic
costs along of speed-related
crashes total $24 billion each
year, including health care costs
that could reach $2 billion
annually."
Opponents scoffed at such
assertions, framing the question
as a matter of federal intrusion
into states' rights rather than one
of safety.
Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla.,
called estimates of a sharp rise in
deaths "ludicrous." He said the
bill does not raise speed limits
but merely allows the states to set
them.
"I'm concerned about safety,"
he said. "I just happen to think
that the state of Oklahoma and
the state of Virginia are just as
concerned about safety as the
federal government."
The Senate voted 65-35 to
table an effort to restore the federal limit for cars to the highway
bill. Just before that, the senators
voted by a narrow 51-49 to keep
the limits for trucks.
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
pressed for the truck provision.
He said that on a recent trip
home, he realized that "we were
doing the wrong thing by lifting
the speed limit for all vehicles."
Trucks go fast trying to meet
deadlines carrying huge loads, he
said, and "by slowing these
trucks down we're going to have
less fatalities."

The limit would still apply to
trucks weighing 26,000 pounds or
more and for buses that carry 16
or more passengers.
Current law sets national limits
for all vehicles of 55 miles per
hour on most roads and 65 miles
per hour on rural interstates.
Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell,
R-Colo., was leading the effort to
eliminate motorcycle helmet
requirements, which cyclists contend make riding more dangerous
by interfering with their vision
and hearing.
And Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H.,
had urged his colleagues to turn
back the seat belt requirements as
examples of the "excessive reach
of the federal government."
Under federal rules, states that
do not adopt these safety requirements have to use some of their
highway funds to set up education programs instead of building
or maintaining roads.
Smith termed such requirements "coercive."
Other provisions of the bill
would:
— Eliminate the requirement
for states to post highway signs
using metric measurements.
— Permit charging of tolls on
more interstates.
— Allow some federal highway
funds to be used for Amtrak.
— Let states count private
funds and donations as part of
their share of highway spending.

glinh $19 Million
thillY
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not taking a holier than
thou touts& on this,- be said -1
don't think we should lose
another school year
In his testimony. Gorman said
though juvenile cowl records arc
confidential by law, records
should he public in certain felony
cases, including those involving
firearms
He also proposed treaung violent juveniles 14 and older as
adults if they are charged with
arson, sex offenses and cruelty to
animals
"These are cases most indicauve of the potential repeat offenders," Gorman said.
subcommittee chairthernoc
But De
man,
Rep. Char s
Geveden of Wickliffe, dismissed
any need for quick legislative
actions
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phone calls
"Yes," Jenstrone said
The lot in question bet in an
area currently zoned as R-1, Of
TOU-family modem's'
By law. R-3 is the only thing
allowed on the property
Lamben Vending applied for
temporary permission to use the
lot for its parking through a
Planned Development Project
instead of requesting a change in
the zoning regulations.
-The company is caught in a
tough spot. It is successful at as
present location but the zoning
won't allow them to park there."
lenstrom said.
The issue will be discussed at
the commission's July meeting
when Lambert Vending representative will present their request.

•Tackett...
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Peter Townsend dies in France
LONDON rAPi — Ciroap
Capt. Peter Townsend, the dashing World War II lighter pilot
who loved and lost Princess Margaret. has died after more than 30
years of self-imposed exile He
was 110.
Buckingham Palace on Tuesday announced the death of
Townsend. an equerry to Maigarees father. King George VI.
and later to her sister. Queen Elizabeth IL and said the pnncess
was sad to learn of this news.''
Townsend left Britain after
Margaret, bowing to a disapproving establishment, told the nation
on Oct. 31, 1955, she had
decided not to marry him because
he was divorced.
He died late Monday in
France. where he lived 30 miles
outside Pans with his Belgian
second wife, Marie-Luce
Jamagne.
The romance between Townsend and the young pnncess, 16
years his junior, became public in
1953. It was a year after his
divorce and the year Elizabeth
was crowned monarch and temporal head of the Church of England, which frowns on divorce.
Amid a furor which reverberated through Britain and its Commonwealth of former colonies,
the much-decorated war ace was
banished from the palace on the
advice of Prime Minister Sir
Winston Churchill to a diplomatic post in Brussels.
But the romance survived until
1955 when Margaret, then aged
25 and third in line to the throne,
made her final decision. They had
known each other since he came
to palace in 1944 when she was a
teenager and he was 29.
"She could have married me
only if she had been prepared to
give up everything — her position, her prestige, her privy
purse," Townsend wrote in his
1978 autobiography. "1 simply
hadn't the weight, 1 knew it, to
counterbalance all she would
have lost."
Margaret said that "mindful of
the church's teaching that Christian marriage is indissoluble, and
conscious of my duties to the
Commonwealth, 1 have decided
to put these considerations before
any others."
"I have reached decision
entirely alone," she added, "and
in doing so I have been strengthened by the unfailing support and
devotion of Group Capt. Townsend." He left the country immediately afterward.
In 1959, he married his second
wife, who was then aged 20, and
in 1960 the princess wed photographer Anthony ArmstrongJones. They were divorced in
1978.
Townsend reflected in later
years that he had found happiness
while it had apparently eluded
Margaret.
On Tuesday, Margaret smiled
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We Accept Food Stomps

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

e• Reserve The thight to level Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

Miss Goldy Grade 'A'

Rump Roast Kentuckian Ham
1 99
$259

1-Bone Steak Whole Fryers
$399

49!
c

Mr

Turkey
Bun Size

Owens Best
Extra Lean

Ground
Round
$ 1 99
Lu

Turkey
Franks

Porter House $4 19 Lb

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Ground Beef

Top Sirloin
99

Rainbow

White
Plates
100 Ct

rieid I It)

Wieners

Bologna

Classic

Reg Truck
or Garlic

8

$1

Lb

$ 129

29

US Choice

Boneless Center Cut

Pork Chops Round Steak
89
1 59
Lb

Hyde Park

Hunt s

BBQ
Sauce

Or

Dinner Franks

99

3-4 Lb Pkg

Field Bone'e!c

U.S.Choice Boneless Ro:!ed

Sweet
Peas

Lb

Bonti.e:z •

18 oz

3/89'

bir

$ 1 29

Flav-O-Rich

Campbells

1/2% Milk
$189

Ramen Noodles

I

Gal.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cat Free Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

99'•

Relish
Prairie Farm

4

3I8
9'
79°
$99
1 99
/

10 oz.

Whole Milk
Hyde Park Hamburger
Sliced Dills

gal

32 oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cal. Free Pepsi,
Cat Free Diet Pepsi, Vad Cherry Pepsi

Salad Dressing

Bathroom Tissue

2 Liter

Green Beans 14.5 oz.
Hyde Pork Sweet, Dill, Hot Dog

Kraft Miracle Whip

Charmin

12 pk

029
J

Roll Pkg.

c
99

Hyde Park Golden W K or C S
15 oz

Corn

/89c

JI

Bounty Single Roll

79°

Paper Towels
Musselman's

$1

'32

Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper,
12 pk. $279
Nip, Diet Mip

Apple Juice
Post Fruit or

46 oz $ 1 39

CocoaPebbles

13 oz

99

Fieinz
105 oz

57 Sauce
Post Great

16 oz
Grains
Red Cross Reg. or Thin
7 oz

Spaghetti
Nabisco

Shredded Wheat

4/$1

15 oz

Kraft 10 oz. Jet Puff

$229

$299

$ 1 99

79c

Marshmallows

Visochice

1 YR. $72.00
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Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
99

$3

Owen's Best

American

Smoked Turkey

Cheese
$989

$489

Lb

Lb

Owen's Best

Owens Best

BBQ Ribs
$159

BBQ Chicken

loir

Lb
•

1

$ 89
Lb

L8

ami lb

Golden Ripe

Apples

Bananas

1'
•(j

Grapefruit

79 3ibs $1

999

Lb

•

Owen s Best
Baked Or

8Q Beans
$ 1 19
II

Lb

Fresh Green

Red Seedless

Fresh Crisp

Cabbage

Grapes

Broccoli

0
0
29 99 79'a.
Lb
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton launches
'political football'
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
associated Press Writ.,
9. ASHINGTON (AP) — Twenty-one months ago President Clinton was pushing for "health care that's always there" for all
Americans Later he began shooting for coverage of 95 percent of
the people Now he's agreeing with Republicans on the need to hit
the brakes on Medicare and Medicaid
If another Democrat had brought forward the president's latest
health reform proposal this time last year. it almost surely would
have gotten the back of Hillary Rodham Clinton's hand.
The same liberals who were upset with the president last summer
when he conceded that 95 percent coverage was about as good as
anyone could hope for were stunned by Clinton's counter-offer to
the GOP last week on balancing the budget
It took away the Medicare club Democrats were hoping to swing
in 1996 to wrest back control of Congress

What is Jones willing to give?
Here we go again The governor
wants to spend money The General
Assembl y daunt.
In recent weeks, it has become
clear that legislators are less than
enthusiastic about Gov. Brereson
Jones' plans to ask them to spend
about $60 milbon from the General
Fund surplus in a special legislative
session Jones plans to call July 31.
Last week, DCIDOCIUK and Republican leaders meeting here were
all but unanimous in saying not only
they, but rank-and-file senators and
representatives want only to come
to the Capitol in August, pass a
court-mandated legislative rtdistrscung plan and promptly go home.
Jones,on the other hand,has been
saying for months that he wants the
special session to approve building
two new juvenile detention centers
and some community college building projects, as well as to finance
purchase of more computers for
schoo/s. In fact. Jones seems at
tunes to add projects on a weekly
basis.
All of this, of course, sounds all
too familiar to anyone who followed
the course of the 1994 regular
General Assembly session.
Then Jones initially proposed
hundreds of millions of dollars in

\ I -A.: oI \OT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated colunvdst
construction projects that ran smack
into a stone wall of legislative
opposition, particularly in the Senate. The wrangling delayed passage of the state's 1994-96 budget
for the first time in recent history. A
split in the House or Representatives between those who wanted the
governor's projects and those opposed to that much capital spending
also resulted in Joe Clarke being
kicked out as speaker. Clarke was
against the big-time spending program proposed by Jones.
Ironically, this time House leaders also appear to be in line with the
Senate leadership on the dim prospect of approving Jones' planned
construction projects this summer.
They cite two primary reasons:
No one knows what the expected
cuts in the federal budget will end
up costing Kentucky and the conservatism among Kentucky voters

shown in Novembers election
makes it the wrong time to be
spending millions of tax dollars.
There is some question whether
conservative voters will be all that
horrified at building needed centers
to house juveniles accused of the
kind of violent crimes so much in
the news this year. And community
college buildings always enjoy
more support in their regions than,
say, a massive new library at the
University of Kentucky in Lexington.
Jones undoubtedly will be arguing those points as he meets with
legislative leaders in the days ahead.
But the uncertainty about what
Kentucky will lose in the massive
budget cuts planned in Washington
is a solid reason for legislators to
balk at any major new spending of
the General Fund surplus.

They, after all, and not Jones,
who leaves office in December, will
have to deal with replacing some ot
the federal cuts, particularly in the
areas of public education, health
and welfare and environmental protection. The losses of federal
dollars in those areas alone could
amount to much more than the $60
million or so Jones wants to use for
his construction projects.
The question is whether a concensus can be reached in six weeks
about what the General Assembly is
capable of doing and what Jones is
willing to give up. Will Jones accept
the juvenile detention centers in
exchange for delaying the community college buildings and computers until the next regular session
— and the next administration,
which may have entirely different
priorities?
Will Jones even try to come up
with a compromise acceptable to
him and legislators?
The answer very well could mean
the difference between an amicable
special session and one that ends the
Jones administration with still
another round of wrangling in the
halls of the Capitol.

The Just-say -no strategy worked wonders for the GOP in 1994 as
they defeated the grandiose Clinton health reform plan with help
from rank and fik Democrats who had their own jitters
Clinton kept mum about Medicare for months, and prescribed
nothing more than watchful waiting when three members of his
Cabinet rcpcxted in April on the perilous state of the hospital trust
fund
So when Republican budget lords produced blueprints in May
with Medicare and Medicaid penciled in for 5450 billion of the SI
trillion-plus in savings over seven years, gleeful Democrats went
on the attack
Now. House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo complained
Last week. Clinton's endorsement of 5124 billion in unspecified
savings makes Medicare "a political football." And Clinton also
called for slicing S55 billion from Medicaid.
The president. who has his own election to worry about, threw in
several sweeteners doubling the health insurance deduction for the
unemployed, helping workers stay covered when they change
jobs, providing insurance subsidies for those who lose their Jobs,
creating new insurance pools for small businesses, providing for
more home care for the elderly and disabled.
Making health insurance portable and more affordable for small
businesses and the self-employed was the bedrock of most of the
alternative health bills that Republicans offered last year, including
those put forward by then-House Minority Leader Bob Michel, R III , and Scn Bob Dole, R-Kan , now the majority leader.
Dole, a veteran of the Greenspan commission, which helped
rescue Socul Security in 1983. has been calling for a bipartisan
panel to help navigate a safe course for Medicare.
That may not be necessary now that Clinton has conceded the
necessity of limiting Medicare growth
"A commission, quite frankly, was just simply there to give the
Republicans cover. They didn't want to be massacred on this," said
Stuart Butler. the Heritage Foundation's director of domestic policy
studies
Robert Reischauer, the former Congressional Budget Office
director. said Clinton's gambit improves the prospects f(x "some
modest, incremental reforms of the private health insurance market'. and some belt-tightening in Medicare.
But Reischauer. now a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution,
called it "thin gruer• compared to what was on the table last year
Portability — allowing workers to switch to their new employer's health plan without being screened for pre-existing conditions
-- is perhaps the least controversial reform Every Republican and
Democrat on the Ways and Means health subcommittee already
supports the portability bill proposed by Chairman Bill Thomas, R Calif
But this comity only extends so far. as Clinton learned in last
year's divisive health reform debate.
Reischauer believes Congress won't buy Clinton's idea of
billion -dollar subsidies for six months for workers who lose their
'ohs and health coverage. What about jobless workers who never
had health insurance in the first place? he asks
And Gail Anensky, a key GOP health adviser, said Republicans
would probably balk if Clinton tried to slip community rating into
his proposal for small business purchasing pools
Sun Wilensky finds it "so astounding" how much Clinton and
the Republicans now have in common.
II the White House had been willing to carve out such a package
l'Q4 instead of insisting on its "big bang" approach, she said,
"yos would have had health care reform last year"
EDITOR'S NOTE — Christopher Connencovers health policy for The Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CUNTON
1600 Parsaylvania Avenge, Washington, D.C. 20300
U.S. REP. ED WRifFIELD
202-223-3115 (Washispos)
SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20310
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Ransil Seam Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Gal Rosy scenario is back
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
President Clinton sent his first
budget to Congress, he promised
no gimmicks, no smoke, no mirrors. And to show he was serious,
he agreed to use the same set of
figures as Congress.
But that was then.
After first embracing the nonpartisan Congressional Budget
Office's analysis of Clinton's
budget, White House economic
officials now are denouncing —
and ignoring -- CBO's
calculations_
The sniping over which set of
revenue, spending and growth
projections to use is much more
than just a "debate between
budget wonks," as White House
spokesman Mike McCurry puts
it.
The disagreement goes to the
heart of Clinton's claim that he
could balance the budget in 10
years.
The CBO says it can't be done
the way Clinton proposes; and
that enactment of his plan — a
highly unlikely eventuality given
GOP control of Congress —
would still leave deficits of
around $200 billion, the current
level, by 2005. Clinton argues his
plan would yield a SI8 billion
surplus in the 10th year.
In the eyes of the administration, the CBO has become the
new villain in town.
History repeats itself. Not too
many years ago. budget experts
like House Budget Committee
Chairman Leon Panetta and CB0
Director Alice Rivlin were
denouncing White House budget
calculations under GOP Presidents Reagan and Bush for projecting a •rosy scenario."
In other words, economic projecuons were "cooked" or exaggerated to make the economy
seem sounder than it was, the

ANAYLSIS

TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
impact of presidential initiatives
more beneficial.
Now Republicans arc leveling
the same "rosy scenario"
charges at the Clinton White
House, where Panetta is chief of
staff and Rivlin is budget
director.
"We don't use rosy scenarios
or cook the books, and we're not
about to start doing that now,"
House Budget Committee Chairman John Kasich, R -Ohio,
asserted with more than a little
touch of self-righteousness.
Republicans are using CBO
ures to show that their budgets
would be balanced by 2002.
The White House forecasts for
MCMOMIC growth, inflation and
federal spending for Medicare
and Medicaid are all more optimistic than the CI30 figures.
The White House is acting a
little touchy toward criticism of
its decision to ignore CB0 figures and to go with the friendlier

OMB ones.
"Give me a break," an exasperated Panetta pleaded in a
weekend interview with ABCTV And White House economic
adviser Laura Tyson was quick to
distribute the results of a Philadelphia Federal Reserve survey
of 59 economists on Tuesday that
projected an average annual
growth rate of 2.6 percent.
That's even stronger than the
2.5 percent rate the administration projects — and which Republicans have said is too "rosy."
The CBO projects growth of
about 2.3 percent.
"The charge that the administration's plan is based on a
rosy growth scenario is groundless," Tyson said.
While some of the differences
'seem small, compounded over 10

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents we welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on otu -12orum' page by writing letters to the editor. We pda
letters on a variety of topics. provided they comply with the
guidelines: all letters tame he aped by the writer, with theiGLIZX
address and telephone number included in case verification is neonivy (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters mot aot be
awe dure 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-soloed
If possible. We reserve the right to conderoe or reject soy letter sod to
lt frequent writers.
Leans diottid be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. &farm Uttar
& Times, P.O. Bet HMO, Moray, KY 42071.

years and set against trillions of
dollars in federal spending, they
add up to the difference between
an $18 billion surplus and continued $200 billion deficits. No
small disparity.
The White House also is hinting that Republicans are trying to
politicize the nonpartisan office.
"There has been a change at
the CBO, so there's a different
cast of officials at that entity,"
McCurry, Clinton's spokesman,
said Tuesday.
It was a reference to the naming of June O'Neill, a Republican
appointee, to head the agency.
Some Democrats in Congress
have grumbled about her
analyses.
O'Neill's ability to preserve
the CBO's reputation for professionalism and lack of partisan
bias will be an early test of her
stewardship of the long-respected
congressional agency.
Meanwhile. Republicans are
not beyond putting a little touch
of rosy in their own scenarios.
The GOP's plans to balance
the budget in seven years make
an assumption that financial
markets will be so giddy that
Congress finally has acted to
balance the budget that interest
rates will fall on their own —
saving the Treasury S170 billion
over the period.
Clinton tried to claim a similar
$11 0 billion "economic
dividend" in his plan. CB0 discounted it — on grounds that his
measure wouldn't really balance
the budget.
EDITOR'S NOTE — To*
Rivas corers the White Hewn
for The Associated Press NMI
ones reports on economic'
assocs.
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Murray State University will sponsor a week-long computer workshop for middle school and high school students this summer. The
Summer Computer Science Workshop will be held from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. from Monday, June 26, through Friday. June 30. To register or
additional information call the Computer Science and Information
Systems department at 762-2094.

Compton reunion on Sunday
The annual Compton family reunion will be Sunday. June 25,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion at MurrayCalloway County Park. A basket lunch will be served at noon. All
family members and friends are invited.

Palestine United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. June 25. The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. services with Sunday School at 10 a.m. and a potluck meal
at noon. A gospel singing will follow featuring The King's Sons and
other groups. Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will be taken
and those unable to attend may mail them to Glen T. Jones, Rt. 3,
Parker Road, Murray.

Descendants of the late Jimmy Atkins and the late Tommy Atkins
will have a reunion on Sunday. June 25, at Hazel Community Center. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All relatives and friends
are invited. For more information call 492-8130.

Spring Creek Baptist Church will have its annual Bible School
starting Sunday, June 25, and continuing through Thursday, June 29.
Classes for preschool through 12th grade will be from 6:15 to 8:30
p.m. A summer picnic will follow the registration on Sunday night.
"Windows On the World" will be theme of classes including Bible
study, crafts, games, refreshments, etc. Special activities will be
planned for the teens. The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet
Divorce Recovery Support Group will meet Thursday, June 22,
Johnny
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South
call
information
For
West.
94
Highway
off
Robertson Road, just
753-5584.
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Kirksey Ball Club annual picnic will be Saturday, June 24, at 5:30
p.m. at the ball park, located east of Kirksey United Methodist
Church. Persons are asked to sign up at the concession stand to bring
beans, slaw, potato salad, 2 liter drinks, or chips. Barbecue, buns,
ice, plates, cups and forks will be provided by the park at a cost of
$3 per adult. All kids will eat free. Each family should also bring a
dessert. A softball game will follow the picnic, so persons should
bring ball gloves.

Bible School on Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have a oneday Bible School on Saturday, June 24, from 8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Lunch will be provided. For more information about the school call
Jane Cothran. For transportation call 753-6060. The church is
located off Highway 94 West on Crossland Road, eight miles from
Murray. All interested persons are urged to attend.

NARFE Chapter will meet Friday
Russ Wolff, director of Murray YMCA, will tell members of Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees about the availale programs for adults at YMCA at the
regular meeting on Friday, June 23, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Wolff will discuss and demonstrate various exercises, water
programs and other general programs YMCA offers to Murray and
Calloway County, according to Glen Sims, program chairman.

Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will meet
, Thursday, June 22, at 11:30 a.m. at Christopher's Restaurant. Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltnez are class teachers. Heloise Roberts, president, urges all members to attend.

Breakfast • Lunch • 1)inner

Hours: Sun. 5:30-2: Mon. Closed: Tues. Thurs.
Fri. 5:30-9; Sat. 5:30 8

Brandy Suzette Gibson
and David Michael Miller

Mr. and Mrs. John Gibson of Seabrook, Texas, announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Brandy
Suzette Gibson. to David Michael Miller, son of Dr. and Mrs. David
Miller of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Winnie Gibson and the
late Woodrow Gibson of Centerville, La., and of Mrs. Melva Aleut),
der and the late Willard Alexander of Simsboro, L3.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Joe Pat Farley and the laic
Mr. Farley and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Miller, all oi
M urray.
Miss Gibson, a 1989 graduate of Clear Lake High School. is a 199;
graduate of Texas A & M University where she received the B.B.A
degreein Accounting and was a member of Alpha Chi Omega social
soronty. She is an accountant at Clear Lake City, Texas.
Mr. Miller is a 1989 graduate of Clear Lake High School and a
1994 graduate of Texas A & M University. He is a Field Services
Engineer for Barold Corporation, Houston, Texas.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 22, 1995. at Clear Lake Baptist
Church, Houston, Texas.
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Students at Institute
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Elisabeth Breeding and Elizabeth
Broughton of Murray were
selected to attend the first Southeast Chamber Music Institute
recently held at Tennessee Technological University.
Breeding, daughter of Bruce
and Susan Breeding, is a junior at
Murray High School where she
plays clarinet in the marching and
concert bands. She is also active
in Spanish Club, Academic Team
and chorus.
She has also participated in the
All-State Band. She was named
the most outstanding 7th, 8th and
9th grade band member.

Broughton, daughter of James
and Mary Anne Broughton. is a
junior at Murray High School
where she plays clarinet in the
band. She was named to the AllSlaw, All-District and Quad State
honor bands. She also received
five superior ratings at the Solo
and Ensemble competition.
Over 100 brass, woodwind and
string players from high schools
in Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama
and Georgia attended the Institute. Students spent a week on
the campus of Tennessee Tech
working intensively in groups of
various sizes and in private sessions with university music
faculty.

Snyder on Dean's List
GREENCASTLE, Ind. — Margaret Elizabeth Snyder of 2213
Quail Creek Dr.. Murray, is
among 472 DePauw University
students who have been recog-
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5th Annual
Miss Freedom Fest 1995

nized for outstanding academic
performance and named to the
Dean's List for the spring semester at DePauw University.
Snyder is a freshman. She is a
graduate of Murray High School
and the daughter of Debbie
Sparks of Murray.
To be eligible for the Dean's
List, a student must earn at least
a 3.5 grade-point average out of a
possible 4.0 points.

, BEST SUMMER
BUYS
WALT DISNEY WORLD
3 NIGHTS
SELF DRIVE
$280.00 PER PERSON

June 23, 1995
Murray Middle School
Registration for ages 13 & up: 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Pageant 7 p.m.

BAHAMAS
3 NIGHTS
AM/HOTEL
$273.00 PER PERSON

June 24, 1995

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL
AGENCY,INC

For more information phone: Jana Barnett
(after 5 p.m.) - (502) 753-0137

neeting
June 25-30 —
Sunday, June 25: Morning 10:00 a.m
Evening 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday Each Evening 7 0.m

Speaker: John Dale, Glendale Rd
Church of Christ, Murray, ky.
Theme: "Evangelize! Lvangelire!"
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ROMZS

8&W
Monograms
CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

247-8114

LAS VEGAS
4 NIGHTS
AM/HOTEL
Mee° PER PERSON

Murray High School
Registration for ages 0-12: 8-9 a.m.
Pageant 9:30 a.m.
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Palestine homecoming Sunday

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located off Highway 94
East, will have its first service in its newly constructed sanctuary on
Sunday, June 25. The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. worship hour. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. A special dedication service will be planned at a later date. The public is invited to
attend.
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Stewart Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
June 25, with a basket lunch to be spread at 1 p.m. The cemetery is
located between and Almo and Dexter off U.S. Highway 641 North.
Those unable to attend may mail their donations to Sue Thweatt, Rt.
1, Box 96B, Almo.
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Betty Suiter and
Winnie McGee
have just purchased
Parker's Uniform
Shoppe.
They are located
on Highway 121 N
across from Holiday Inn,
Mayfield, Ky.
CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT OR
COMEDY
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5
SATURDAY 10-2

(Monogramming & Uniforms)
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BATH
TISSUE
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DIET PEPSI. CAT. nin
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GREEN GIANT
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PRAIRIE FARMS
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19 WhenCrunch'
You Buy One Post'Banana Nut
15.5 oz. Sin Only
With This Coupon

This Coupon

One 32 oz. Jar of an
Kraft Mayonnaise Product
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18 oz. size only
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With This
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NEXT WEEK'S JACKPOT
$100

320Z.

Close 1•••• al 11:7146 Oft 677.15
l••• On• 0•00. Pl• 111000•03
0300 Ora, Al Now. row Oro

$329

THIS WEEKS WINNER LINDA WILSON
$100.00
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CHEER

RAINBOW SHOESTRING
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PCS 31.08C

RIMULAIL FR,111111 BLEACH
ULTRA

LIMIT 2 PLEASE
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FREE
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'
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EGGS
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BUY 1, GET 1

HYDE PARK
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GRADE A MEDIUM
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eIII belie • light lunch Thins
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sill try to have things that are los fat
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sell he giving asks an outfit for one
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iii Vie hi% C a lot of tic. and eitcstrrig
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,viar mailing list to vim kw keep you
rvosted
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Isic in great i.olors and sizes 10f
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Ostgari ard Rudolph were
among ;.3 I2 graduate and undergraduate students uho %cm re.
ognued at the spring exercise,

by D.K. Kelley

CHIPS

13.5 01.2

Murray.

FUN & FASHION

POTATO
CHIPS

C

Tv.o
CARBONDALE. Ill
stud:nts trom Sturra'i.
degr:es from Southern Illinois
Cf)0 at the spring Cornrt..enictIt Csi:rctses NI-1y 12 to
14
The %were the tollow.ing
Daniel Joe Ostgard. Ph.D
PL‘irC Bourland Lane, Murral..
Holk Susan Rudolph. URA,
Z.

REGULAR 111.39
LAYS

NORTHERN

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHOLE KERNEL OR
CREAM STYLE

14.73 OZ. TO 15.25 OZ.

efforts

Ostgard and
Rudolph get
their degrees
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MASTERCARD
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SMART SHOPPER CARD
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GROGAN'S PORK
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c
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89 QUAR
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U.S.D.A. FRYER FAMILY PACK
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FRESH BUNCH
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MIDDY GRIT.

$199
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Newborn admissions
Hodge baby giri parents Carla and
Keith. Benton
Pritchett baby boy parents Chas,ty
and Tracy. Lkoray.
ChOale baby boy patents Dawn
and Roger. Murray
Dismissals
lAni Laura Angus van Buren Ark
Ms Mn Herron and Mrs Ruth Stone
Hazel.
Mrs Jan* Clayton and Mrs Vera
Lovett. Buchanan Tenn Ms Nancy
Aldord•ce. Sedalia
Charles Elliott Puryew Tenn Mrs
Lucille Tyler, Cadiz
Mrs Gladys lawrisnca /Ars Jul.,
CourInay and baby girl and Ronald
Garland. all of Murray

EA.

CHICKEN BOX..
-MY 16

Tat) ncwhorn
des
missals and one ctpitatiiin at
Murray -Callow ay County liosps
IA for Friday. June 16. Kite been
released as iolloas
Newbota admissions
lAcClain baby 911 parents Jai &my
Dantion Moyhatd
Courtniry baby gel parents
and
Dennis Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Sandra Bynum and Ms Do'
*thy H.ggins Alma Lowea y•
Disler
Mrs Nichol* Nose arii Cat y buy
Cadiz Ms Jane Bar Far, -,g1zn
Ms And. Ann FloynobOs Vs Mary
Shiplsry. Vs Audrery
Jam.. R Pric• Gera4 Waters
Ms Kimberly McC:.nlo:k and baby
boy. Mrs Virginia (i, 1 J..1,645 John
son and A/nary W Sisriens all of
lAurray
Eli/notion
liAs Fannie Mao N,Lhe s 1.4..rray
• • • •
One nc ss tx)M 34.11111% seem alld
dismissals at Murray Callow ay
County Hospital lor Saturday .
June 17. have been released as
follou.s
Newborn admission
Byrtey baby boy mother ,
0 ..th
Frereernan Koksey
Dismissals
Mrs Linda Soboc,nski
Conn. Mrs Canvil C Grubbs Paris
Tann . Mrs Kathy Lamb N•tv
Concord.
Mrs Jill L McClain and baby gal
Mayfield Las Rub* M Elkins and
lArss Damantha /A •Banneti A:m•
Travis Andukin, Alt Vernon 1.4,s
Anna V Thornton K,rksey /Ars E..
lyn Wright. Hard.n
Mrs 1.4.eirod Peal° Mrs 1.1,itsr
lore Mac Arthur F itts 1.4,chaoi Box,.
Vss Diane K Younger man Mrs
Eva Moody. and Mrs Alma Jackson
all of Murray
• • • •
One novhom admission and
dismissals at Murray Callov.as
County Hospital for Sunday. June
IS. have been released as
follosvs
Newborn admission
DOening baby boy. parents Carvyn
and Jeff Mayfield
Dismissals
Roy Collins Cairo IA James A
Fassiotto and Mrs Katrata Freeman
and baby boy. Kaksay
Ms Bonnie Nooks. Mrs Laiia F
Boyd. and Ivan C SchwarNn all of
• Murray
• • • •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for !Monday
June- 19. have been released as

follows:

LB.
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„
•.
_ -44
COIIIN
.4/

Eric/MIES

99cLB

MELINA DODD celebrate(' her s•cond birthday on April 3. A party In
her honor was at Chuck E.
Cheeses Plus at Paducah, given
by her parents.

4P1
kw wAramor oda

6;* seam t.rip V10p
wines.al et

I -800-777-1960
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Farm Mrs flannels S &Aspen Detest
Rocky Namur* and Mrs Cnnsana Bur
chant and baby gel Car*:
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Floh Pickens MIS W anaa maks rioo
Tony Nughips /Adore,
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Mrs Ota Starks Weis,
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We are proud to use or&
recycled newsprint.

CALENDAR
arsdaradsp. AMil 21
New Proviiterice Sepals. Church
Scnoo5 p m
Mason s CC.pd United leseherbet
Biome
a.u44 p m
p at
Wow, All Guild anew
Beagles+ by Churcb Women Unsex*
230 p ow /Fern Tornio, Lenge
W•M Feat Baptist Churcn
arm
sernosa p m
West Morley Church of Christ
servvcet7 30 pm
Westside Baptist Church events
include regular riervies Baptist Men
and Baptist Young Women') p m
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
serve:4.7 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
masses.? p m
Neer UI. Chnstlan Center sorvicili7
pm
St. John Episcopal • Church events
include Holy Euchans1/5 15 pm . Soup
supper r6 p m Bible Group/7 p in
First Christian Church Choir/7 30
m
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include kiass/6 30 p m Teen Uterl
pm
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m
Fast Christian Church events include
Chancel Choa,7 30 pm
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
m
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs. GAs.
Prayer meeung/7 p m, Chcar/13 p m

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
/rPr libur (

I i?fe '•

,,i

e

UPS Pick-Up
1 ri.13•

Math

Slur iteell1) & Sabi- %lone,
p m

el-Ioaelair m ••,•1 ••
ql• (Hump.. mu.

•

[Li's]

p

r

•••.%

40

•

Sale
'Hello Summery
at
The Garden Path

20%

Off Entire Store
June 21-July 1

A fun place to shop for the
new, the old and the
handnuide!

•

The Village N. 12th(641 N)
Wed -Fri 105. Sat 10-2
Evelyn Walls-Owner

p

lash into Summer
with our 5 Thrilling New Slides!

WEEKLY JUNE SPECIALS
Mom's Monday 1.10r,, ;•.!s

chao s admission

'"A'•

Two For Tuesday win two pa

a:1m SS,JrS

pcson gets in lor half-price

Wacky Wednesday We

any Peps,:mei. sticker or can 12 00011 general admission

Thrifty Thursday
Save, Caro of Duairt. Stamps with each paid admission
Not yaw air aher 5 p m oiscount. or with any other discount
Expires June 30, 1995

Visit Our Action Park, Too!
BUMPER BOATS • KIDDIE RIDES

OPEN
through Labor Day

7 Days a Week!

10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
(502) 388-7999

Hwy. 62,1/2 Mile West of
Outlet Mall, Eddyville, KY

PERM SALE
99

$

.10

thru June 30

Due to the overwhelming response of
our April perm sale, we are again
having our perms at the low special
price ofS29.99. Hurry in...this offer is
only good thru June 30!

Wednesday. Jump 211
First Vested Methodist Church
OM.mads Sarill-Parani 30 pin
te Samysa 30 p
First Baptist Church swans include
Library °pent 15 pm, Youth Prom
Tuas430 p m we tallosship
ward with tir and Mrs David Travis
Children's S,per Summer Studies
prayer meetincy6 45 p on Sanctuary
Choir and Or dinabon Council 7 45
m
Greg Baptist Church menu include
Arians Club. Youth Bible Study. College Career Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study/7 pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p m
University Church of Christ meats
include Bible Classes/7 p in
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study.6 30 pm
National Scouting lAuseunvopen 9
a m -4.30 p m Info/762-3383
Thursday, June 22
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p m
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible Sthoo4/6 p.m
Murray City Council/5 30 p m /Murray
City Hall
Ladies Fun Hight/5.30 p m /Oaks
Country Club.
AduN Children of Alcoholics and:or
dysfunctional families /6 30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center
Info/759-1884 or 753-7405
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
p.m./W•stsid• Baptist Church
Info/753-5584.
Compassionate Friend s/7 30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Into/762-1274 or
498-8324.
One by One Singles Ministry/7
p.m./First United Methodist Church
Into/753-3812.
Quitters in Social Ha11/9:30 a m./First
United Methodist Church.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
TOPS KY 1469 Chapter/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex,
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m 'Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Mission Action Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/9 a.m ; Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Out/9 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service
p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
TennJ7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
ii.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Jen( Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700
r

Dana Lynn Washer and
Janzes Richard Presnell

Washer and Presnell
wedding to be July 15
Randy and Vicki Lassiter of Rt. 2, Hazel, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dana Lynn Washer, to
James Richard Presnell of Murray, son of Charles Presnell and the late
Betty Presnell of Belleville, Ill.
Ms. Washer is the granddaughter of Mrs. Myrna Phillips of Murray
and of Mrs. Faye Lassiter and the late W.D. Lassiter of Hazel.
Mr. Presnell is the grandson of the late Charles and Margaret Presnell and of the late Edward and Marie Guy, all of Belleville.
The bride-elect, a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a cosmetologist for Cutting Edge, Murray.
The groom -elect, a 1983 graduate of DeSoto High School, DeSoto,
Mo., is a sales representative for Cain's Inc., Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 15, 1995, at 7 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Luciano
is named
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. Peter Jeffrey Luciano of Rt. 6,
Box 163, Murray, has earned
academic honors for the spring
1995 semester at Purdue
University.
Luciano was one of about
5,700 students named for semester scholastic honors. He is in the
field of Mechanical Engineering.
To earn academic honors.
Purdue students must have at
least a 3.5 semester or cumulative
grade-point average on a fourpoint scale.

OVERALL WINNER
a Johnson of Murray was overall winner at the
Tlounty Fair Queen Pageant held June 17 at
1995 Miss McCrack/r'
Paducah. Johnson will represent McCracken County In the Miss Kentucky USA Pageant at Executive inn, Owensboro, on Saturday, July 15.
Tina Is the daughter of Gary and Sheila Johnson.

TODAY
Starts Thursday

The designers at The Hair Factory
would like to extend a special

"Thank You"
to all of their customers for a
fabulous first three months!
Chris Spees-Owner
Chris Lamb-Owner
Staci Roni
Heather Walston
Shanna Paschall

Brenda Peck-Manager
Lori Iloughton-Manager
Rose Yates
Kim Hill
Suzanne Bogard

•The Hair Factory

I

Next to Wal-Mart

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sundays 1-5 p.m.

S11111311/er

All Spring & Summer Merchandise

Savings I/3-1/2 OFF
Excluding Accessories
ALL SALES FINAL

HICCSaticiMRTTNEWS

Cash, Check, Credit Cards

209 W. Washington St., Paris

Aren't You 1WKentucky
Glad There's The
Network

759-110

•-...........4•••••••••••••••••44 •••-• •••

Dresses
Sportswear
Swimsuits

-• •

44
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WEDNESDAY JUNE 2, *00s

James
Anderson is
born here

"
$11 , Seth

Celebrate the
Fourth ofJuly at
Freedom Fest'95

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Anderson
IOD Fos Meadows All. Mu
ray. are the parents of a son. Seth
James Anderson. born an Wed
nesday. May .31. 1995. at
N1urray•Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed (i.e pounds
four ounces and measured IV.
inches. The mother is the former
Regina Kimbro.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Anna Kimbro of Rt 6. MUrTil.
and Charles and rose Anderson ot
Whithouse. Tenn.

(5 Big Days of Super Fun and Great Entertainment)
Something For Everyone...
•Parades
•Fireworks
•Arts & Crafts

Amy Wylie Wilson,
fiancee ofPatrick Lee Seltsam

s of Murray
of Hazel.
argaret PreBelleville.
ligh School,

KA, DeSoto,
at Murray

and friends

man''

QCf We are proud to use W'
recycled newsprint.

1-800-422-9346

engagement
Washer, to
and the late

'Pet Show
*Exhibits
'Golf Tournament
'And much. much

For schedule of events or more information, call 759-2199, titop at
Freedom Fest Headquarters, Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Center-Hwy.641 N, or write Freedom Fest, Box 190,
Murray, KY 42071.

AznEctrizt
.
z
.

?ll
15

*Concerts
*Street Fair
'Pageants
'Family Night

'Antiques

Wilson and Seltsam
wedding to be Aug. 26
The engagement and approaching marriage of Amy Wylie Wilson
of 3401 Gatewood Ct. #42, Lexington, to Patrick Lee Seltsam of 901
David Ct., Apt. E, Elizabethtown, has been announced by her parents,
Mrs. Rebecca B. Reed of Rt. 5, Murray, and Jerry W. Wilson of 430
Redding Rd., Lexington. Mr. Seltsam is the son of Mrs. Jacqueline G.
Seltsam of 2004 Blackhorse Ln., Lexington.
Miss Wilson is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown, all of Princeton.
Mr. Seltsam is the grandson of Mrs. Katherine Benton of Richmond
and Mrs. Alice H. Goggin of Lexington.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Murray High School, attended Murray State University. She is employed by Seed Restaurant Group, Inc.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Western Hills High School, Frankfort, is a graduate of University of Kentucky. He is employed by The
Kroger Co.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 26, 1995, at 7:30 p.m. at St.
Peter Catholic Church, Lexington.

Sc. and
water dispenser

Kenmore
.

days

throw" July INog 999109

Save *SO

GET IT
55251

FREE factory-installed
icemaker-a '100 value!
WW1

Kenmore

729.99

31061
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Kenmore
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Sows low price
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adlus'able gloss
she ves gallon
ioor storage
Meat drawer

ATTEND MEETING — Recently some Girt Scout leaders representing
Murray attended the Girl Scout annual-meeting at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green. The first evening the leaders took a variety
Girl
of educational workshops. The next morning they went to the
to
going
before
projects
Award
Gold
and
exhibits
sew
and
Shop
Scout
MorLinda
from
left,
were,
Murray
the annual luncheon. Attending from
ris, Darlene Brumley, Cheryl Hicks, Karen Olson, service unit mariager,
and Conny Ottway.

installation of replacement
dishwashers $399 and higher"
INIth elrt.o.1 en ‘e•rt.loc Ate., through June 24

U S

dol.verse• otolo

93351

/Inner at the
June 17 at
e Miss Kenlay, July 15.

FREE CINEMA hi
Buy any TV 31 -in. or Lugar and qr.t 6 months FREE
Buy any TV 25-27-in, and got 3 months FREE.
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PIANO STUDENTS of Joan Bowker performed in a recital held for family
and Mends on Sunday, June 4, at First United Methodist Church. PicMC from left, are Mitch Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Woods;
Angels Oliver, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Oliver; Casey Cornelison,
*upbeat of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cornelison; Gina van Ameringen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter van Ameringen; and Caine Dowdy, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Craig Dowdy.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCH001. ohoto

759-1116
Heskett Chiropractic Center

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL students pictured competed in the 1995 State Foreign Language Festival
held in May at the University of Kentucky. Latin winners were I Written Proficiency, Jennifer Hughes, H
Written Proficiency, Robert Jaszenko, II Translation, Susie Richter, Drama, Richerson, Woodall, Kobraei, Peeler, ONeal,tewis, first place, Dialogue, Kobraei,Richter, Realia Games, BurkeeniThomas, and Chorus, second
place; I Derivates, Katherine Estes, I Translation, Kenny Ernstberger, I Reading, Andrea Conner, II Reading

301 N. 121h St. (University Square)

and II Literary Recitation, Melissa Johnson, all third place. French winner was Heather Tracy, I Listening
Proficiency, first place, and I Written Proficiency, second place. Spanish winner was Nick Helton, Frameable
Art Oils and Acrylics, third place.

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916
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Barrow accepted
for many events
Amanda Barrow, daughter of
Zandra Barrow and the late Dan
Barrow of Murray, has been
accepted for several programs for
this summer.
After competitive audition, she
was selected to attend the Kentucky Governor's School for the
Arts drama program.
In addition to acceptance to the
Governor's Shcool drama program, Barrow was also requested
to attend a final audition in the
dance program after a regional
audition.
After completion of the Governor's School, Barrow will attend
a ballet intensive at Pittsburg
Youth Ballet from July 10 to July
28.

Pork Chops

Large
Eggs

9-11 Per Pkg.

$
25' 48 117

Other auditions 'resulted in an
invitation to attend the Nashville
Ballet's Summer Intensive
program.
Barrow said "I love to act, but
my true passion is my ballet."
She studies classical ballet
between 14 to 20 hours a week
with West Kentyucky Ballet

Amanda Barrow
Company under the director of
artistic director Nancy Z. Nerney.
After training for only one year,
Barrow joined the West Kentucky
Ballet. she has danced with the
company for one season.

Latin winners announced

Doz.
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"Our Name Says It All
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray. Ky.

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL phows

Students from Latin classes at Calloway County High School competed
this spring in the National Latin Exam, an examination, sponsored by
American Classical League. Receiving awards were, top photo, from
left, Latin I, Kenny Emstberger, Gold Medal, Jennifer Hughes, Daemon
Osbron and Katherine Estes, Silver Medal, and David Wilson, Magna
cum laude certificate; bottom photo, Latin II, Robert Jaszenko, Gold
Medal, Jamie Burkeen, Maxima cum laude certificate, Susie Richter,
Gold Medal, and Sherean Neuhart, Cum lauds certificate.
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Judge gives custody
of newborn to state

DEATHS

111ARDSTIMIWN. Ky tAPo
found abandoned in a
seflieten dorms the weckend as
ed in the .ontsnned .01463'4
of the Cabinet for Human
Mespur.es by a Judge on
Tuesday
The hearing before %elute Do
ifIti Judge Tom Davison sat
slosed to the public and nets%
media besause it as a tusenile
prtkeeding
Kathy Reed. lamas sersises
°Hose super lint tor the .abinct••
Department for So al Sers K es.
would fa only that the depart
ment was gisen .ustods Shc
dei lined to sas vihether the infant
girl dould be pla.ed in a foster
home
1.)assson ssheduled another
hearing tin the Nibs s .ustods f or
Kitty

Miss Jessie Lou Cottom

Mrs. Alene Woods
The funeral for Mrs Mese Woods will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Hoene. Beaton. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham
will officiate. Banal will follow a &riven Censesery.
Mrs. Woods. 84, &WM. died Monday. June 19, 1995, at 12 14
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company. Mayfield. she as
a member of New Home Baptist Church. Her husband, Garland
Woods, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Rollie
Creasos and Sadie Tyne* Creason.
Survivors include one daughter, Mn. Carlene Towery and husband.
Richard. Rt. 2. Murray; one 3011, Gene B. Woods, Benton: One Mier,
Mrs. Laura Randolph, Detroit. Mich.: six grandchildren, Rhonda
Rogers, Richela Carson and Lana Williams. all of Manny, Lawren
Minor, Memphis, Tenn., Mitch Heater, Fort Lauderdale. Fla., and

MIS! Jessie Lou Cowin. 74. formerly of Hazel. died Toesda• June
20. 199i, at Mania Home Health Care. Martin. Tenn
Born hly 7. 1920. a Calloway Coiinty. she as the daughter ol the
late William Ar.hfiek1 COU0111 and Mary Ratteree Couom

Mrs Sally t'ottorn Green, also preceded her in death
One brother, Archie Couom. survives
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a m in the chapel of Milk, I un
cral Home of Hare!
Friends may Lail at the funeral home from 6 to it p m tonight
(Wednesday)

Gary Heater, St. Louis. Mo.; 11 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Lera Lassiter Anderson
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Services for Mrs. Lena Lassiter Anderson will be conducted at Pnce
Funeral Home, Troy, Mich. Burial will be in Oak View Cemetery.
Royal Oak. Mich.
Mrs. Anderson, 87, Rochester, Mich.. died Sunday. June IS. 1995,
in a hospital there.
Born Dec. 7, 1907, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Elbert Lassitcr and Effie Holland Lassiter. Also preceding her
in death were one daughter, Joy Kaye Young; four sisters, Rcva Hatfield, Dolly Lassiter, Cove Clark and Lora Willis; three brothers,
George Robert Lassiter, Holland Lassiter and W.D. Lassiter; three half
sisters, Delores McDougal, Rubene Bean and Katie Lassiter; half
brother, James Lassiter.
Survivors include two sons, Hayden Anderson and wife, Shirley,
Rochester, Mich., and Earl Anderson, Michigan; 12 grandchildren; 16
great-grandchildren; six sisters, Mrs. Ella Winchester, Murray, Mrs.
Lata Garner, Michigan, Mrs. Frances Stubblefield and Mrs. Eva Lois
Raspberry, Hazel, Mrs. Mabel Hutson, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Rachel Carucci, New York; five half sisters, Mrs. Mattie Ann Tripp,
Mrs. Peggy Davis, Mrs. Virginia Kirks and Mrs. Linda Houston, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Leta Hash, Louisville; half brother, Joe Lassiter,
Murray.

Chester Canter
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Services for Chester Canter will be today at 2:30 p.m. at Cuba
Church of Christ. James Shockley and Brad Howard will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be his grandsons. Members of Men's Bible
Class at Cuba church will serve as an honorary group. Burial will follow in Cuba Church of Christ Cemetery with arrangements by Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Mr. Canter, 92, of Green Acres Health Care, Mayfield, formerly of
Cuba community, died Saturday. June 17, 1995, at 4:45 p.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Cuba Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mrs! Minnie Russell Canter;
one sister, Mrs. Lela Williams; four brothers, Leon, Coy, Frank and
Garvin Canter; his parents, Lee and Beaulah Caldwell Canter.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Juanita Marie Manshold,
Portland, Ore., and Mrs. Mary Katherine Burkeen, Murray; three sons,
Rex Canter, Sedalia, William Lee Canter, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
James Edward Canter,- California, Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Bessie Russell, North Carolina; one brother, Ralph Canter, Mayfield; 13 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Four local students
named as winners
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Jason
T. Leet and Erin Grogan, both
from Calloway County High
School, and Adam Blalock and
Mary Maddox, both from Murray
High School, were recently
named winners of the 1995 U.S.

New hours are
listed for New
Concord office

NOM photos
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msored by
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New Concord Post Office has a
new face and new hours to match
effective July 1, 1995.
Teresa Camill, postmaster, said
the lobby of the post office has
been refurbished at the building,
located at the inters:ction of
Highways 121 and 444 at New
Concord.
Lobby hours, effective July 1,
will be 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. New window
hours will be 8 a.m. to noon and
12:30 to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 8 a.m. to
noon, Saturday. The office will
be closed for lunch from noon to
12:30 p.m. on weekdays.
Postmaster Carnill has been at
the New Concord Post Office
since October of 1993. She
invites the public to come by and
visit the New Concord office. For
more information call 436-5878.

Army Reserve National Scholar/
Athlete Awards.
This prestigious award goes to
high school students demonstrating outstanding ability in both
academics and athletics.
The students received bronze
Olympic-style medals and
certificates.
Presented by the U.S. Army
Reserve since 1981, the National
Scholar/Athlete Award has
become a tradition in many high
schools.
Each year, teachers, coaches
and administrators from more
than 12,000 high schools nationwide nominate their best students
for the sward. Some 20,000 students receive this honor each
year.
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Anne McCoy cooks dinner at The Homeplace-1850 In TVA's Land
Between the Lakes. This summer, four special dinners are planned at
The Homeplace-1850. They begin on Saturday, June 24, from 5 to 8.30
p.m. with a Twilight Tour and Old-Fashioned Box Supper. Eriloy a unguided evening stroll and a box supper on the grounds. Reservations
are requested. Call 1-502-924-1325 weekdays or 1415-2324457 on

. .

lissofo lye* *• memo fru*. In Vas
UP•C peco onevervso
Wharf, If golf
Court koluarc
A4urra., KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

weekends.

LBL's Homeplace
schedules events
The Homeplacc-1850 in Land
Between the Lakes (LBL) will recreate an evening social gathering
from the 1850s, on June 24,from 5
to 8:30 p.m., with an Old-Fashioned
"Twilight Tour and Box Supper."
"We'll have twilight tours, which
give visitors a wonderful opportunity to walk through the farm and
building in the cool of the evening
when things arc slowing down,"
said Maryanne Andrus, Homeplace
Education Specialist.
As part of the self-guided tour,
musicians will provide period music
to help re-create the peacefulness of
a summer social gathering. Visitors
will also be able to purchase a box
supper to enjoy on the grounds.
"The box supper was a popular
social event in the late 1800s and
well into the early 1900s. It might
be held for a community fund raiser
or for a church," said Andrus. it
was something of a dating ritual.
Young women would pack a box
supper and take it to a picnic. And
young men would bid on the box
and the opportunity to share it with
the woman who prepared it."
Clyde Lyon,author of A Country
Boy From Owl Hollow, will be on
hand to reminisce about life on land
"between the rivers."
Reservations are requested for
the evening, as box suppers are
limited. The suppers will include
fried chicken,fruit, coleslaw,chips,

dessert,and a drank,and v. all cost $5
each.
The Homeplace-1850„ located on
the southern portion of LBL,is open
seven days a week from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. There are four special dinners
planned this summer. For more
information or to make reservations, call (502)924-1325 between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
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Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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Nominations for class
on leadership accepted
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Penny French's Calloway Preeehe01 Students enjoy a pool party.
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Busaarzees. civm. governmental
and educanosul orpnuationswe
aommatmg individuals for the
1995-19% Leadership Murray
aWe wekome anyone who is
interested to complete an applii.-3tioa." said John Williams.execuu%e
&max for the class -The cost is
S600 along with the corninionent of
one day per month from September
through Apnl. This is a very small
expense for the knowledge and
experience you'll receive from
Leadership Murray. Even those
who grew up in Murray have
learned a veal deal about their
community.'
Leadership Murray was formed
by the Murray-Calloway County
to
Chamber
of Commerce
strengthen leadership potential in
our community. It brings together
individuals with diverge backgrounds and experiences who have
demonstrated talent and commit.

sent for leadership. Through din
program).they wdl have as imprececleated opponwuty so become more
aware of the dynamics of the social
and economic changes of today and
their impact on our community.
Class parucipanu will develop an
in-depth understanding ot the interrelationships and complexities of
current issues facing Murray and
Calloway County in the coming
years Through face-to-face discuswith community leaden and
well-informed executives from organizations and institutions that
help form the structure of our
community, they view community
needs objectively. In addition. participants will broaden their own communication and iiroblem-solving
skills through planned interaction.
Applications for the 1995-96
Leadership Murray class are being
accepted through July 31. For information. call John Williams at the
Chamber office at 753-5171.
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Support our farmers

ONLY AT WOODCRAFTERS GALLERIES
•

'Murray Main Street Mile'
applications being accepted

•

For all )ou is.ggers who enjoy a
quick one mile run. the Murray
Stain Street Mile is )our mile of
freedom Starting at 9 a.rn on July
4. Briggs and Stratton will host its
sesond annual Murray Main Street
Mile
anus and Stratton. who began
Freedom Fest in 1987. wanted to
return to the cot= unit) a taste of
freedom and celebrauon. As the
)ears have gone by. Freedom Fest
has grown into a magnificent fise
days of celebration and activiues.
And the Murray Main Street Mile is
Just one of 23 cents to be held this
>ear
The Murray Main Street Mile
will sun at Sparks Hall on the
campus of Murr.p State University
and finish at the *we( fountain
downtown This run will precede
Freedom Fest s -Biggest Small
Town Rua& in America.- which
INC;Ins at Q 10 am

SIT, SLEEP
AND EAT SALE!

Lag year's fastest time was recorded at four minutes and 23
seconds. This year. maybe you can
set the record!
Prizes will be awarded for each
indoidual age group. The top three
finishers in each age division will be
awarded medals,and coolers will be
awarded for the top two male and
female finishers.

Man's
2 Position
Recliner

Applications for the Murray
Main Street Mile are available at
Dennison-Hunt, Wal-Mart, Kroger.
and Briggs and Stratton.
So,if you're ready to run and beat
the fast time of four mi untes and 23
seconds, you may want to try your
luck in the Murray Main Street
Mile.

$399
2 FOR

For more information concerning
the Murray Main Street Mile or any
other Cverlt during Freedom Fest.
please call the Freedom Fest hotline
at l -g00-715-5004 or 502-759-2199.

Lions Club to offer 5K
run as part of Freedom Fest
Sun your 4th of July off nght.
Come out and run in the annual
Freedom Fest Lions Club 5K Run
The !/
1
4t urray Lions Club will be
sponsoring a 5K Run. Tuesday. July
4, al 7 10 a m The course will begin
and end at Murray High School.
People interested in participating
can pick up applications at Dennison-Hunt. Peoples Bank, and the
Freedom Fest headquaners, located
in the Commerce Center All participants mug pa) an 58 pre-registration fee. if registering before June
28 After the pre-mg istrauon date. a
Sill fee will be charged on the day of

Women's groups to
benefit from 'Expo '95'
marshal' Count) Safe Home and
The Who Foundation, a national
organization to educate and assist
women in a variety of health related
issues, have been selected to receive
the financial benefits of EXPO 95
Judy Oserbey of Murray and
Barbara Fielder of Gilbertsville.
donated S2,700 in net proceeds to
four ..h.viues
EXPO 95 will benefit charities
and also benefit women in both
M.ushall abd Calloway counties.
The third annual women's seminar
and fashion show will be held at the
Curris Center on Saturday. Sept. 16
from 9 &m. to 12:30 p.m. This

year's seminar. -The Balancing Act
of the 90s." will focus on how and
what women can do to bring balance
in their lives. A fall fashion show
will round out the morning's event.
Door prizes and surprises will add to
the festivities of the day.

2 FOR

499
Genuine
Leather

Gravitij,
Glide
Rocker

the race. The first 100 entrants will
receive T-shuts.
First. second, and third place
awards will be given to both male
and female winners in the following
categories: 12 and under. 13-18.
19-24, 25-29, 30-34. 35-39,40-44,
45-49, 50-54. 55-59. and 60 and
over.
For more information pertaining
to the Lions Club 5K Run, contact
Bailey Gore at 753-8509 or, call
Freedom Fest headquarters for
questions about this or any , other
cent at 759-2199 or 1-800-7155004

Rocker
or
Wallhugger

Tall

Rocker
Recliner

is

Pad-Over
Chaise
FO

2 FOR

$599

REAL SAVINGS • REAL SAVINGS • REAL SAVINGS

Eaa

Good

Better

Best

Comfort Deluxe
$69 *ea pc
Twin
Full
*89 -Oa pc
Queen
*229 set
-King
$299 se'

Lady Elegance

Sealy PerfeCt Rest
*99 'ea. pc.
Twin

-

— •wtagn *old In sale

Twin
Full
Queen
King

$79 'ea pc
899 tea. pc.
$249 set

.8349 sot

Full
Queen
King

*129 .ea. pc.
8299 set
*399 set

For A Limited Time Only!

Safe Home volunteers are already
preparing to request businesses in
Marshall and Calloway Counties to
sponsor EXPO '95 All funds raised
for the Marshall County Safe Home
will remain in Marshall County
The Who Foundauoli'will receive
financial benefits that assist women
on a local and national bans.

Ball & Claw
Pedestal Table
with 4 Chairs
Shop and Compare

$499

' We are proud to use rc)D\
recycled newsprint.

cik,
ada
Super Premium

FLOOR MODEL
BLOWOUT
SALE!

CARPET CLEANING
A professional extraction cleaning process at a fair price. We
leave your carpets brighter, softer and can protect with
Scotchguard carpet Vestment What more could you ask for?

Class A
Carpel Clewing I Building Maintenance

Roger Moredock

—

rt.

er-tr

474-8339

WOODCIFITEIS
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

GALLERIES
Furniture That Lasts •

VISA-MC
Open Mon.-Fn. 4-6. Sat.
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MACRAE COLEMAN

Calloway graduate
presented with
achievement award
MacRac Coleman,a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been presented an
achievement award for the 1995-96
academic year at Murray State University.
The daughter of Lynda and Mac
Coleman of New Concord, she
plans to major in business at Murray
State. Upon graduation, Coleman
plans to pursue a career in accounting.
While in high school, she has
served as the Beta Club reporter,
class secretary,and Student Council
vice president and secretary. In
addition, Coleman held memberships in the speech team, academic
decathlon team,Co-Ed Y Club,and
yearbook staff.
Named to Who's Who Among
American High School Students,
she has also been selected Who's
Who in science, business,and English. Coleman's additional achievements include having been presented a degree of honor by the National Forensic League.
of achievement
Recipients
awards are selected based on their
accomplishments
outstanding
throughout high school.
presented
Scholarships are
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.

JUNE 1995
ME 21 22 23 24
26 2711U1

Sunshine

Turner

KracklIn' Ration

2% Milk

Dog Food
N'Gm s.,•-.11-

Campbell

Nunn Better Plain or Setf Rising

Chicken NoodleiVegetable
or Tomato

Flour

Regular Clorox

8cga,

Bleach

Soup
5 b.
bag

White Cornmeal

.
bag...88

5 lb

IfJI

'I
MATIany size
Pkg

EMILY HELTON

100% Pure

Ground Chuck

Slice Slab

-

Bacon

Steak

Helton to receive
two scholarships

. 9-5

Emily Helton,a 1995 graduate of
Calloway County High School, has
been awarded two scholarships for
the 1995-96 academic year at Murray State University.
Helton, daughter of Jamie and
Roy Helton of Murray, has been
awarded a Murray Rotary Club
Scholarship and an achievement
award. Recipients of the Murray
Rotary Club Scholarship must be a
graduate of Calloway County High
or Murray High School. Achievement awards are presented to students based on their outstanding
accomplishments.
Throughout high school, Helton
was a member of the Beta Club,
annual staff, Co-Ed Y Club, prom
committee, Students Taking A Responsible Stand, Future Business
Leaders of Amcnca, and girls' varsity chcerleading squad. In addition,
she has served as a Student Council
representative and class treasurer.
Her honors include having been
named to the teacher-nominated list
of''Top Laken.- Aside from having
been selected Student of the Week
at Calloway High, she was named
Most Photogenic" in the 1993
Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant.
While at Murray State, Helton
plans to major in biology in preparation for a career in medicine.
presented
are
Scholarships
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.

Sirloin Tip

$168
Cube

ir ()in

Minute Steak

Tip Roast

$1 78
Jumbo

$158
e ow

Onions

25!
Broccoli

large
Stalk

Baby

White

Carrots

Potatoes

RICHMOND Va (AP) — Georgetown
beaketbeit star Allen *awn won a rev•rial
on his conviction stemming from a 1993 brawl
Tne Virginia Court of Appeals set aside his convictions on three felony counts of maiming by
mob

WAIN (AP) - David Griggs. a starting iinebeciier
'aril season for tn• AFC criarTiomori San D.go char
gets o.eirr ate Monday vow
spereding talus said
off an iliprerssirsay ra^v and cafwv*403 .n10 a iarge
004 He was 20

Harlem embraces Tyson
during New York return
Ex-champ shielded from tough questions

Assourrea Press photo
Er-heevyweight champion Mike Tyson recently released from prison after a conviction on rape charges,
received a hero's welcome from fans on his first trip beck to Harlem.

By LARRY ItIcSHANE
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — On his
trek from prison back to boxing,
Mike Tyson handed a hefty check
to children in Harlem and told
them Islam was his only benefit
from three years behind bars.
There was no parade on Tuesday. but the ex-heavyweight
champion received a hero's welcome in his first trip to New
York City after serving his sentence for raping a Miss Black
America contestant.
And for at least one day, he
was shielded from questions
about the rape — after reportedly
paying the woman to drop the
civil suit against him.
At all four stops on Tyson's
tour through Harlem, enthusiastic
crowds braved hazy, 90-plus
temperatures to cheer him. They
clutched videocams and Polarolds, -and many wore Tyson Tshirts.
The fans hadn't changed; had
Tyson? "If I have, I hope it's for
the better," he told reporters.

The "prodigal son." as several
speakers described him, started
the day by meeting with local
ministers. He popped into a soul
food restaurant for a boxing news
conference, spoke to his fans outside the Apollo Theater and gave
out $200,000 for various social
programs to start his new charitable foundation.
One check, for $100,000, was
made out to Our Children's
Foundation, and Tyson visited the
charity's Harlem offices. The
children there put on a homecoming show for him and hailed him
as a role model, tap dancing to a
song called "The Mike Tyson
Rap."
Tyson, who was referred to by
the Muslim name Abdul Malik
Aziz, demurred.
"We as Muslims look at no
one but Allah as a role model,"
he said.
He told the young crowd that
"it's very vital that we understand as individuals we all live,
die and make mistakes. I look at
myself as relatively nothing. I

pray to Allah. The only benefit to
my incarceration was embracing
Islam."
Earlier in the day, hundreds of
Harlemites waited for hours to
see their hero, turning a stretch of
125th Street into an impromptu
block party as a reggae band
played.
"Mike! Mike! Mike!," they
chanted.
The former heavyweight
champ told the sweltering rally
outside the Apollo that "the powers that be didn't want you here
and didn't want me to speak to
you. But we'll beat them because
God's on our side."
Many in his hometown were
divided over whether to embrace
or shun Tyson; a candlelight vigil
for abused women, prompted by
his return, was held Monday
night.
Viola Timbers, a clerk at a
Harlem clothing store, reflected
the views of those at the vigil: "I
feel it's too early for a celebra-

Lasorda blasts Yankees for Strawberry deal
Steinbrenner
says'Straw'
worth saving
ins Associated Press
ision
George Steinbrenner's
to sign Darryl Straaherrs to pias
tor the New i ork Nankees was
harshly .ntisired from the %hue.
Mouse to the IA est Coast
[is Angeles Dodger, skipper
Tom Iasorda.
ho managed
Strawberry betore he 16.1i signed

Seattle pitcher
now 10-2 vs. Sox
HICAGO r AP,
Kandy
Johnson will alwass get his
strikeouts And when he pitch
ing against the Chicago White
Sox. he'll more than likely get a
skim). as well
"It doesn't matter to me who
I'm pushing against." Johnson
said Tuesday night after striking
out 10 and allowing five hits in
sc%en innings as the Seattle Mar
users beat the White So%
Johnson 17- I is now to•2 hie
time against the Sox and 6-0 in
sis starts in ('hkago. where he's
given up only 14 earned runs in
.17 innings
"That's a tough lineup to

by San Francisco last year. suggested that he belonged in prison
,trips. not pinstripes.
•'When they caught that guy
Pete Rose. didn't they put him in
tali' When the caught that lady
in \es+. York iLeona Helmsley)
did she go to ;ail?" Lasorda
asked the Los Angeles Times.
Whs didn•t that guy go to
in-lead ol going to Jail for tax
Cs asion. Strawberry was sen1 to a S150,000 fine. 100
ot
sers ice and
h. arrest On Monday, he
to
.-ontract with the

Yankees that's worth S850,000
guaranteed.
He will be eligible to play on
Sunday when a 60-day suspension from baseball for cocaine
use ends.
The signing also drew tough
reviews in Washington, D.C.
"The Yankees have struck out
by signing Darryl Strawberry,"
said Lee Brown, President Clinton's national drug policy director. "They are sending the worst
possible message to the youth of
America: That if you use drugs,
you can be rewarded with big
money in bigtime sports:"

Steinbrenner, the Yankees
owner, said he wasn't rewarding
Strawberry, but trying to help
him. He said the 33-year-old outfielder is "worth saving."
"If we can help turn him
around it will be a wonderful
example to children," Steinbrenner said. "Youngsters are more
apt to listen to someone who has
been down this terrible path of
drug addiction and has
recovered."
Steinbrenner said Strawberry's
return won't be easy.
"I'll be the toughest boss he
ever had," he said. "I demand

loyalty in return. If I fail in his
rehabilitation, I'll take the
blame."
Brown asked for a meeting
with acting commissioner Bud
Selig and union head Donald
Fehr.
"The Yankee management is
saying that if you draw fans and
make money for the team, you'll
simply play again and keep making millions a few months after
any drug abuse," Brown said. "It
is no wonder that kids may think
that star athletes are into drugs
and that there are no real
penalties."

has had at least 10 strikeouts in a
game.
"I had (Jeff) Nelson ready, but
Randy wanted to finish the
inning," Mariners manager Lou
Piniella said. "It's a great conJohnson. who gave up a first- frontation for the fans. Why cheat
inning homer to Frank Thomas,. them?"
aalkcd three and pitched out of a
Johnson settled down after givpredis:ament in the Seventh.
ing up the homer to Thomas.
Ron Karkoyice's sinking liner
"After they tied the game in
was dropped by right fielder Gary the first. I got it going, which I
Thurman and ruled a hit, and should have been doing all along.
\orberto Martin followed with a I felt pretty good," Johnson said.
single
"I had a feeling before the
.1 irk' out later, Tim Raines hit a
game we could get three or four
liner oil Felix Fermin's glove at runs off Johnson and ,I thought
Wilson Alvarez could hold
second and was thrown out, with
Karlosise ssoring to cut Seattle's them," Sox manager Terry
lead to S-1
Bevington said.
1 hen at was power against
power again with Johnson facing
Thomas. This time Johnson
stru,k him out to end the inning.
marking the 56th time an his
sarcer the 6-foot-10 kft-hander
1 atcr in the game I got
t:r.'.1 and started messing around
Alai some pitches and I couldn't
put away the hitters like I wanted
to.- ,Jid Johnson. who threw 126

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times
Wayne Pate, who just completed his third season at the
helm of the Murray state men's
and women's track teams, has
resigned to accept an assistant
coaching position at Purdue
University.

Ex-Pistons coach Daly contacted by Knicks
New York to get
Daly's decision
within 48 hours
NEW YORK (AP) -- The Neu
York Knicks have told Chink
Daly be as their first choice to
take over as coach of the team.
the New York Daily News said in
today's editions
"We'll kt them know something in AS hOUrS..* the newspaper quoted 1)aly as telling the
Knicks on Tuesday night
The News said that because
Daly. who Loathed Detroit to

A former teammate of Strawberry's on the New York Mets,
Dwight Gooden, plans to meet
Strawberry at the airport when he
flies to Tampa, Fla., on Thursday.
"Doc called me and told me he
wanted to help Darryl out," said
Bill Goodstein, the agent for both
players. "Darryl is also going to
help Doc get ready to return to
baseball."
Gooden also is suspended from
baseball for violating its drug
policy.
Lasorda said he was "very sur-

NBA titles in 1989 and 1990 and
the t S Olympic team to the
199Z Olympic gold medal, might
turn down the Knicks. they are
‘ontinuing the search process
elsewhere
The Knicks. looking for a
coach to replace Pat Riley. reported!) met with Don Nelson on
Tuesday. and his lawyer says he's
interested in the )ob.
Knicks general manager Ernie
Grunfeld reportedly met in Milwaukee with Nelson, the former
coach of the Bucks and Golden
State Warriors
Nelsoa's attorney. John
O'Connor. did not elaborate on
what it would take to induke his

client to come out of retirement.
"He respects the organization
quite a bit," O'Connor told the
New, York Times. "He likes
Ernie Grunfeld and Dave
Checketts."
The News said the Knicks are
even more interested in Daly,
now an NBA commentator for
"The Knicks sold Check he
was Meat guy," the newspaper
gamed aa NBA source U myiag.
"They told him be is No. I. They
told him they didn't eves MO to
worry about No. 2.Daly's most recent coaching

sib was two seasons with the
New Jersey Nets, in 1992-93 and
1993-94.
-When I came to the Nets
three years ago, I didn't even
realize how big the Knicks
were." Daly told the News.
"Now I have a better understanding. The magnitude of this job is
incredible. I'm a big fan of New
York. It's a great city. It's a city
that gets in your blood."
The league source said Daly
did not pet off a decision for the
Koichi -to swing them along
He's no doing this for leverage
He's just trying to figure out if
be's ready to get back in."
Daly is 64.

Riley resigned last week after
four years with the Knicks, citing
differences with management
over control. Checketts, the president of Madison Square Garden,
said Riley sought part-ownership
of the team.
Nelson. 55, has a carver record
of 817-604 and has been named
coach of the year three times.
He quit as Warriors coach and
general manager last February
during a turbulent Se8900. Nelson's rift with Chris Webber
forced a trade to Washington of
the 1994 rookie of the year. A
subsequent backlash against Nelson by Golden State's players led
to Nelson's resignation

As head coach of the Racers
and Lady Racers, Pate had helped
develop several outstanding athletes, including All-American
Heather Samuel and All-OVC
performer Charmaine Thomas,
who reached the NCAA Outdoor
Championships this season.
"It's always tough to leave but
they made me an offer that I
couldn't really turn down." Pate
said. "I'm certainly going to miss
Murray and the athletes that we
have. This is probably the best
recruiting class that we've had
since I've been here."
Moving to Purdue will be son
of a homecoming for Pate. He is
a native of nearby LaPorte, Ind.,
and a graduate of bulimia University, where be was a two-time
Rig Tea champioa in the bag
/101P"I'm excited about the opportunity to coach in the Big Ten,"
Pare said. -That's part of the
attraction of Purdue.-
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though
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Call Today' For Trial Program'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
inert to Century 21i

Most Dedicated.

753-9627
LOCAL TENNIS

Like a good neighbor
Stara Farm is there
Suite Farm Insurance Companies
Hoene Offices: Bloomington. Illinois

Murray's Hornback named All-State
Murray High School senior Michael Hornback was named to
the Kentucky All-State Tennis Team following the 1995 State
Tournament in Lexington.
Hornback, an Eastern Kentucky signee, completed his four-year
high school career with a record of 54-5. Hornback went undefeated in First Region play this season and won the regional singles
title.
Including high school matches and USTA-sanctioned play, Hornback compiled a four-year overall record of 124-20, in addition to
being ranked as one of the top 10 players in the state throughout
his high school career.
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QUEBEC (AP) — The NHL shut the door on a last
attempt at keeping the Nordiques from moving to Denver.
A group of local business leaders had asked NHL commissioner Gary Bettman and the Board of Governors for a
30-day delay before the league granted final approval for the
Nordiques to leave Quebec.
The NHL governors meeting is expected to approve the
„
I sale of the Nordiques to Comsat Video Enterprises for 575
million.
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1995 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4
Short Bed, 350 automatic. 7 000 miles ltio, tru,
a fully optioned 271 White With red cloth

$20,968.43

•; 4

3 1 ai Manisa .9.-4

6 OS p
* SI /4.
,
A1•04/1 GAIN
• 35 p
Plinadonpha Wall 1 '1U Now 4'0* .49.••• 4 •
540 p

1994 Chevrolet Caprice IS
()r•
Leather inferior, alloy wheels new truck
$14,972.59
metallic with grey leather

1994 Chevrolet Blazer IT
. •
e with tan leather full,
18
Four.ctowo
heel sdrive rd
$1 9,48 1.25
mites

1994 Chevrolet Camaro
Teal with graphite delft, tilt P. cruise ( .1''
$11,983.95
Summertime ready

•Lasorda...
• •!,'FROM
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prised that somebody would sign
someone who was just suspended
for taking drugs. Guys that are
breaking the laws and the rules of
this country, and breaking the
:-t rules of taking drugs, I don't
• think they should be playing."
Said Steinbrenner: "In 1993
Tommy Lasorda told me how
great Darryl Strawberry was. For
him to turn now because he failed
doesn't have meaning to me."
Strawberry agreed to a $20.25
million, five-year contract with
the Dodgers in November 1990,
hut in April 1994 was suspended
when he failed to show up for an
;exhibition game. He then entered
the Betty Ford Center for a substance abuse program.
The Dodgers paid a $4.8 million settlement to Strawberry last
July after they released him,
including $2.5 million for half his
scheduled 1995 salary. Strawberry then signed with the San Fran' cisco Giants, who released him
•• Feb. 6 after he tested positive for
cocaine.
"I'm for giving people chance
after chance, but not in the industry that they're in," Milwaukee
Brewers general manager Sal
Bando said.

With a Woodmen
annuitr your dollars
earn tat-deferred
interest at a
competitive rate To
/Ind out more about
Woodmen s
Tas•Delerred
4nnuities contact:

•11

We've Got Your Paint, Your Color & Your Prices
e•ww•Plialpsnlo

11111111111w

011-Yto

World
Late Inafireasce Society
Mgr COM emir Ilellrodia

,

$11,946.46
6

$16,923.23

1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville
18.000 miles, C/D, security alarm rernol•• . •
$24,605.73
polo green, grey leather

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Tahoe package. 44.000 miles, burgandy with
graphite cloth, remote keyless. full power

Latex
Satin

Latex
Rat Wall
Paint

$13,908.66

Finish

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four wheel drive, 2 to choose from fully opleoned
$15,605.29
lahoe

4

Fast Orving Stain Resistant Brilliant white 15 Year Warranty
Water Clean Up
Soft Touch Latex
Soft Touch Latex Soft Touch Latex Soft Touch Latex Soft Touch Latex Semi-Gloss
Semi-Gloss
Pure
Satin
sale
saie
Flat Wall Paint saje Satin Finish
saie
C.i ••
Enamel
Pure
White
1 nap Paint
,
Paint 4
•

a

11.90

.1.;) year
warranty Cssfior
isso-eass tivu 6'5%

15 year

11,1

9W

(544-59W Gator 15 yea'
549 e)30s,

6027 6306 thru 13.365)

&ush

1519

Paint

'5 year

warranty

15 year wonael) Gator
•549 6C2. tr.„

.44` 444-.101,4404 '

"Aright Seth
2
1
1/

1993 Chevrolet 3/4 Ton Cheyenne
Heavy duly 350 automatic, 37.000 fT11.1PS f1•(1 411
$16,843.36
cloth, air cassette, tilt/cruise

1992 Nissan Sentra
Four door 5 sp, AtC. AM/FM cassette.
while with grey interior

•• •

$5,903.33

1992 Chevrolet Suburban
SrIverado. all the seals. dual A,C. fiberglass furitrinr;
miles. two lone burgandy & beige

boards, 52,000

a.

$18,976.08
1992 Cadillac Fleetwood

'7'•:#

t4u5•4

Dark blue with blue leather 76 000 mele.,, 10(
$18,863.42
owned
•

2- Brush
saie

-

4

11
•
0

Nail-No-Moro Adhesive
oi suos
Cauiting Gun
516 3C2C,

efIlIallir ale sat

41

1992 Chevrolet 1-Ton Duane
48.000 miles. StIverado package 454. 5 stx.ed red
$16,406.40
with red vinyl, ready to tow
ILIEM 6

saki 1bur Choice
g 9 x 12'Plastic Drop
awl 1 rn• true."
sale 51991 5'1A,
Paine Pea
.79 5• Court
1
•,.

99

-

Colors Available

•

Palm 19•••4 aboal

129

1992 Ford Conversion Van
Dark blue with blue cloth, 37.000 miles dual A C
$13,703.27
captain's chairs

1991 Cadillac Devine
Silver with buroandv leather 45.000 miles
$14,605.73
immaculate factory warranty

1991 Cadillac Devine

•"L''''oar-

Wilde with burgandy leather. 44.000 miles, locally
$14,348.68
owned. new Cadillac trade

•
•

1991 Oldsmobile81) Royale
Brougham package, full power. 39,000 miles while

$10,745.80

with burgandy cloth

1990 Ford Bronco
•

3A1 Aluminum Oxide Sandpaper

alPaw Seeding Sal 919
Each qv.tan
eau 070

WA EMI

Full sue sport utility, two tone brown. 66.000 miles
XLT package, 1 owner new truck trade

Mum_

Fast Dry &WWI
Spray Paints

sale

218
A 911.0r14X1 0 cAO.S pkos saw
seater crane,and clear lacquer 12 or
Facts is-9 IC" 7t^,L. 499

Ono Coat 5 Placa
Way Wal

$10,903.7i

8,29

trcludas 9- roan and tarns
17 noodle anlansior t 51.5m
4415
trvy and ri" sint Orson

3
"
"" Central Shopping Center 753-8604
"-'ssi• 8:31)4
Sun. 12:00400

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.'
.
4

C7€3

Coast to Coast.

Woodmen
of tie

Extend cab V 6 engine
trade. 30 000 miles
Four door, full power. 4 0 liter
grey cloth

SI#17447

Assorted pack. x•fice. fmt
medium.come.or a-mem 1
,
69
Istrr.10t* rev MIS
Mtn W. HaonniOn111
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Wale,faunay
7511-11730

1994 Chevrolet S10 LS
1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport

•
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Danny Miller, Most improved; Russell Lencki, Academic Adard and

NHL set to approve Nordiques' move

.e of StrawYork Mets,
ins to !nett
ion when he
in Thursday.
d told me he
I out," said
lent for both
'so going to
to return to
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Spoltsurrd By

Senior Award; Meta Doran, Most Dedicated; (bock row, from

HOCKEY

Ii

rape

Destree Washington in Indiana
miss. did no4 .omment on the
case. pronanIs hes lii•C an appeal

lhe stirs here is about the
kiss of wiss..• a woman raped l's

SCOREBOARD

McCoy,

Award (300-meter hurdles); Courtney

Ike!," they

etown were
to embrace
Relight vigil
,rompted by
Id Monday

IkSJI

the

119110L'en6 C' In

anis

while

maintanted nl•

Most Dedicated; (middle row, from left) Chrissy Stubblefield, Leader-

•

avyweight
Itering rally
it "the pownt you here
to speak to
iem because

and learned a kit
T)son. nho kas

Mandy Hicks, Academic Award and Most Improved; Tiffany White,
ship Award and Coaches Award; Brooke Lencki, 110 Percent Award

hundreds of
ir hours to
a stretch of
impromptu
eggae band
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2420 E. Wood St., Pans

CHEVROLET
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The Murray Board of Education will receive
sealed bids fur gasoline and diesel to operate
the Murray School busies, Murray Head
Start buses and all other vehicles owned by
the Murray Board of Education
The bids en)! be received until 12.00 noon on
Ju!) 6. 1995 at which time the bids will be
opened publicly and read aloud The bid will
coier the time period from July 15, 1995
until July 15. 1996
Specifications are on file in the Murray
Board of Education Office at 208 S 13th
Street. Murray. Kentucky, and interested
bsdders may obtain the necessary forms
there
The bid shal; be in an opaque envelope with
the name of the bidders and gasoline and
cLesel bid written on the outsude The Board
reserNes the right to reject any or all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding

0:0

BID
INVITATION
The Coy of Murray
..1:1 receive waled
bids for bituminous
paving
asphalt
Bicisaretobec, .s•
*red to the City
Clerk s Office by
2 00 p m on Wednesday, J4y 12.
Specifica1995
tions are a.ailable
at :he City Clerk s
Office located at
2:J7 S 5th Street,
\taros). Kentucky

NOON

Another
B-Day9!

Happy 22nd
Greg!
OoTLAW Construction
We custom twoid iog hcrnes
& to..e tog home supplies
to the do it yourself person
Approval Wonted general
corvector with 25yrs ex
perunc• VA FHA 2 10
HBYV warranty For al your
tog hams needs call Shannon Hairs 5024.36 5210

r to,

Do you have acne prone skin facial
scars fine lines? Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycols:we 3 Step Skin Re
pair Huy a starter kit and qualify tor the
'Peel Dear

in lour weeks
No Gimmicks

A new you

Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands & nails
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
req

Acrylic

S22(

Nails - $25.00

With any hair service receive 15%
oft any nail or loot care service
or vice versa

Fringe 'Belltfits

4.4

ft'orth

1 'few

rsairna

ri-

•

Nails • 753-1137

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
seeking applicationsfor an Adult Education
Professional Development Coordinator. Requirements for the position are: Bachelors
Degree. Masters Degree preferred. three
years expenencs in adult education or training related expenence, excellent communacanon and people skills; demonstrated
knowledge of current adult education practice. willingness to travel, adrninistrabve
expenonc• is preferred

Please send•letter of application, resume.
and three references to•
Vonnie Hays
'Adult Education
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
338 Special Education 1314., P.O. Bon 9
Murray, KY 42071-0009
The deadline for
June SO. 1996.

receiving applications is

Salary is negotiable
WHEC is an

470
MD
41I6
4010
495
501
510
520

EOE.

ass:V

Motorcycles
Argo Services
Auto Ports
UNKI Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Conyers
Soots & Moron

Step
tor Your Careerl

Take a Giant

ye

LOST kitty Doran Rd I
Gasesborough area. We
iOrrio old female. while with
gray spots on back Re
ward ousted 753-9267 or
753-1181
060

Help
Wonted
$1 000 WEEKLY stutfrig
eoveiopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
45 302 N A S Or. mate
171 Corpus Christ, Tx
78418
I FULL tme midnight spelt
1 swing shift Apply in person at Racers Coastal
Mart 100 Chestnut
Heip Warded: Earn
up to &SOO per week
sarierobang
products at home. No
experience. Info 150.4446-1700 Dept.
K Y-2021

Approxinunery 5days work,
inducing Pie weekend Cal
753 3354
AVON sal at work, home.
anywhere' Be your own
boss' Earn 50%
I 800- 530-4528 IncirRep
AVON wants individuals enter•sted in •arning
$8 $14/hour Full/Part
erne No door to door Jars,
1-8002304030 indirep
BIG Apple Cale. Player,
Tn. a now heirso cooks. part
line or k. time Apply in
person after 1 lain
1-901- 247-5798
CARE lor elderly Murray
coupe, Acolyte:raid pm
ogled plus and salary
Contact (217)733-2374 tor
rdorrnersan II no arrow
leave newswnurnber new
snows requeed
CNA TENNESSEE cooled pretend WI tran
rqht applicant Contact
Shoran at 901 247 3205

COOK. dowry •spentinca
preferred wit van Ful or
pari trr•O doyen, hours
Cont•ct Sharon at
901 247 3206
NEED experienced me
chine ID work on smaIl
WINVID 111119111111111, pery corn
measures* met 'upon
and
mos Send cover is
resume kip 0 Bon 106013
Warm Ky 42071

3 PERMANENT
SALES POSIT1ONS
Ota a company promotions. 3
cosmos Offal Mai for young
melded persons r tie local
brand oh slege nwrisecirel
campe 0 seiscsid you ad
be green 2 weeks minimum operas pad desstoom awing
.additonal on be job Sari%
Ws prowlscompislecorroany
benefits, moor medial,dental
&°Mole pension Oen second
to none Your swing rooms
wa W $4004930 per yeat.
depending on able qualifications M promotions are
based on rot not saw*,
To be accepted, you need a
pleasant persona/1r to te amNous, sager b get ahead,
hew 1211 gads education or
boner.te bondable,?lord*
aid free to out WIWIC
Waif Wears parkulat,i interWWI ii toga with leadership
libikb who a% locking kir a
genuine career opporwrty
CALL TODAY
502443-3672 10-6 p.m.
After 6, 502-696-3209
Ask for Mr. Castile

SHOe sensanon
te enema eel stes as. in as West
Ws ars in nsich Sswami, islecietle mimes'
a on a meow sealsI me $4 mots Weis
premerg a awe wage Poems Mos it OM
opaerce I Ms Pones awagmat maim I WAT1
We otter SALARY Pt.US BENEFITS, PAID VACATION. GROUP HEALTH, SPECIAL E/APLOYEE
DISCOUNT, OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW
SEND RESUME TOOAYI
Shoe SOW•01100
Chestnut Mils Ram
718 N. 12Ih
U.& Net 641 & Ky. Wry. 121
Murray, KY 42071
Ann: Ares DIreceor,
Rockin Russell

As'I'ERPF6

270
366
120
430
135
as°
150
4100

&Arose mornes For SONS
. Fer tote Or LOOM

. ......

Public Sots
Trod*
F
Fge• Cokrrir
Wonted

SHOE SENSATION
Join the strongest retail shoe team in the region.
Growing retail shoe company seeks enthusiastic.
independent individuals to manage local Murray,
Ky. store. Must have previous retail or restaurant
management experience. Previous experience in
retail shoe salsa a plus.
Bandits Include
Salary Plus Bonus • Paid Vacation • Orono Health
Sperm] Employee Discounts • Profit Sharing
Retirement Plan • Opportunities for Growth

If you're an honest, hard-working
with
individual
family
values,
who would lite to
work for a company that appreciates those qualities, CALL NOW
1-800-879-9492,
Dept. KY-09
Top pay and
*snouts for top

'
IrNURSING OPPORTUNITIES
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invitee
you to join •team of professionals who
are committed to providing highquality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realise your potential. We
have the following openings:

prolosslonaIal
NOW hiring pan & AA time
Apr* in person at Subway
No Øhons cals please

Med/Surg: RN's 3p-11p, 11p-7a
Surgery: RN
With Experience

OZARK Motor Untie, Na
Poi Ohrteloa yeel For the
ouedeora Mel matter b
you YES- You oan earn
27eitrit
rrio sap YESYou on gat hornet every
$10 days YES- You can
drive mewed cone est
ride tracIors YES- No NY
dey degretch fly's old.
COL erne end.. good driving
record
work
&
800264-2033

Surgery: ORT
With Experience
Psychiatric RN: 7p-7a

We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information. contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)844-8237

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38141
4

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

070

00011011
Mien
BABYSIT in home. MonFri, days only. 759-4490
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and expenenced, references. Cal
Linda 759-0553.
MOTHER of 1 wil babysit in
my home warp:lay but
Sunday, rearm= available. Call 753-2419 between 5 & 7pm.

MACHINIST
NEEDED
Excellent Pay And Benefits Available.
Send Resume(Include Experience and
Salary History) To:
Human Resource Manager
P.O. Box 556
Mayfield, KY 42066

WILL clean houses, maunable mac mOsimmces
437-4444

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & limes

120

DO you want a LOCAL
INTERNET dial-up? For information, cal 753-6037.
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304-E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER. NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA.
CALL 753-7001.
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS.
753-7001.
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SUE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001.

Want
T•
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good. used
nide, shotguns, arid pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
750-9752
WANT to buy Nodose &
collectibles, Coca-Cola
items, ova war artifacts.
Mane eitiskey aigs with adadvertsveresirq.
eq. glimmers. Deis memorabilla, etc Phone
753-3833 ask tor Larry

Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage. Earn $11,000-516,000or mere.
par year.
v.If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times arid
complete a resume. No phone calls please

MACHINIST
CALSONIC MANUFACTURING CORPORATION,
a world-class manufacturer of automotive
components in Middle Tennessee, has an
immediate opening for an iniection mold
and/or tool and die maker.
Candidates should pokcess a 4-year certified
apprentIceship Of 2 years vocational training
and 3-5 years experience with mold making,
CNC, EDM, grinders, mills and lathes.
We offer a competitive salary and generous
benefits package. Qualified candidates may
apply by submitting resume with salary history
to

Recruiter • Caisonic PoifF. Corporation

PO. Box 350 • Shelbyville,TN 37160
EOE • No Agencies

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rats quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. Thee.
policies we mir written in 10 standard plans
and we writs al 10. Also at age 65 to 6512,
acaxding to Federal Law,they are all guaranNMI issue regardless of health.
As ell plans we EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:

1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies b give youths best possible rates
and service. We may be abie to say* you
several hundred dollars per yew. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 yews and
would Ws to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
906 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide loll tree:
14004564199

RN'S needed tor simplestaffing 3-11 eNlt
men
For more inforaraion ad
Jaen at 1400443-3790

In response to existiag wed anticipated empioyment opportunities,
applications we now being accepted for production operator positions
as the following MAL
• 12 hoer swiss (extended hours wadi lots of off tune)
• II bow fixed (Miondey-Priday. lirst/Secced/Third)
• 4 how flied (Madey-Pridey. 9 ars.-1 p.m J6 p.m.-10 pm.)
Start* pay rases we $5.59for 12 kw work schedules and 55.30 for
II and 4 boar. Poldoas looding so regular full-lime employment offer a
top pay roe of $11.511 plus a comprehensive berme& package.
U you've got what it aka bo wort with the workfs beat soymakors,
plass comet

SAFETY advisors.
$218CYper Iwo Conmeny
will is.,, call Mon Fn
only
ism 1p rn
615-30642M

1 AllowY
•
18
Nierve7 21.90119.
$91 Se. Mb Sires
Marra,. Ky. 43971
7911-21511
Pa Seed Oneonta" INgloyer-M/F113/V

PART-TIME Someone to
work in bpi concession
weekends 474-2100

or apply in person at

753-7201

RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available.
1-800-277-3278.

New Truck,
New Contracts,
Lots of Mlles!

• DeocIlleae eye 2*aye
• odeveravel

WILDUFE/ Conservation
Jobs. Game wardens. sea
urity, maintenance, elc. No
exp. necessary. Now No
i n g . For into call
(219)794-0010 ext 7159
8arn-10pm. 7 days.

NEEDED: Chemistry tutor
for junior in high school.
750-4408.

COL-A w/Haz

Send Resume Today!
263 America Place
Jeffersonville, IN
Job 030
Attn: Jim Richey

am.-11 am.

Ages 5-13

FRANCHISE for sale: Established territories in Ky,
Tn, I. Mo. 502-753-1300
SA-6P. 100 year oid industry, 25 year old company.

-•••
DRIVERS

FF10E HOURSz
-K$ am.4 p.m.

(ART LESSONS

LPN experienced preferred, will accept new
grad All shifts available, fLd1
or part time, top wages.
Contact Sharon at
901-247-3205.

...wawa* r_1.14.481

Ilho
Mallon
ado Ws"asaa Maw"
•lawb.
for oaf vas
brosloa My eseif
bs lapoolod

WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doi Howes Cale,
Pans, TN 90142-4297,

FOR safe. Fuly 'wiped
beauty shop. Pleasant location, ideal for single operator. 489-2016 or
753-7161, pease leave

MurNOTICE
ray:GOVERNMENT
POSTAL JOBS. Start
$23,800- $34,000/year.
Call for employment imp&
cation and intormation.
1-818-506-5354 ext. 7751.

Ilea Estate
lake Pr000rty
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

".•Iii APO 0115

410
Se3
500
570

JACK of ail trades prefer
retiree for apt , maintenance 759-4118 between
2-3prn

NO experience. $500 io
$900 weeklyIpoienbal processing mortgage refunds.
Own Spurs. (714)502-1520
ad 1209. (24 hours).

Talus a Giant Step Towards A
Retail Career With

ACTIVITY and Sooal Coordinator. •xper wince pretiered. wil tan right appecart. daytime hours Contact
Sharon at 901-247-3205 i
EC
lsCT
l
PPRISES
Age s not impotent Jan
braes with an orgenszabbn
Ouch rewards hard wort
and ambition 525.000 per
year earnings potential
Call 502 441-9089
1.6:in Sat 900-503 EOE

40ws
/
1.11
Corrv1
11120 111311.112Mil
For Sole or from
130
Worst To MO
140
150
Anicies Fos kait
A0Monces
156
own* Furnahrigs
100
105
Aromas
vocuurri Owners
I7C
tap
Sewing mocrines
Kew*/ Eciunment
105
%nos Ecy.sarnent
200
Firewood
20
Weed
220
1.4scedon•ous
210
TV & Rodio
260
Pets & &AVMS
3100

Ns*
Mead

$4
Waded

DRIVER Esskreleare sort
Up to 33•Jmi Great bar*
TAX DEFERMD
Mal040 alio wi al mi pad
ANNUITY
plus lust & other 'amp
6%
through our LCAPP prcq
INTEREST
sip? We Vain 23yrs
00 you need a GED? Do NO
Pooh,, Inc.
Guaranteed 5 years
you need hope for the lu- old. Landatat
EOE 800-5534443.
histpiogstasokl
and
uni
MordNy income
come We hem 22 JCH3 DRIVER Exp. driven stert
avelabiel
openings for people 16 thru 26s-30stint East bere100% reinsured'
21 that we not full time high ft. smells comm. Record
school students Call truck driving grads wel100% werestment
753-9378 Five days•week come. $1200 aroma/ safety
gnote assets'
between 800am-3-00prn bonus, Boyd Bros. Transp
Substaned pommy
This propect a funded by 800-543-8023.
ke early witickermi
Me Job Training Partnership Act through to Ken- EXPERIENCED travel
PAcConnoll
tucky Departmerd for Em- agent needed full Of pert
ployment Services and the time Send resume to P.O.
Insuranca
West Kentucky Private In- Box 430, Glibertsvile. KY
Murray. KY
dustry Council flys a an 42044
753-4199
Equal °Mottling prog- HINTON a Son's Cash &
ram Auxiliary aide and serCarry now accepting applivices we evadable upon cations or lull bme delivery/
request ti undivaluals with
OPEN Pizza 'Alicia Aurora
safes posibon heist be at
Closed
Op•n 5pm
bee 18yrs old with a valid
1.bri Times Pizza, salads, ESTABLISHED Wm ser- drivers license Apply in
hot sandwiches. gyros & vice has position for Jul person at 621 S 4th St
bread sticks Dine-in or time employee Call next door to D&T Foods.
carry out 474-8119 or 753-6986
1 800-649-3804
050

Whoa!

S Qu.ty of

•

oat 4 AC4 •••• A
Istoltie manes tor Rent
24C
286 %Adobe Homo Lots tor Sera
Worsen Gervais
XC
Wore To flora
3
Acionrneres Fee Rene
37
00orns For Dent
IX
Hafts For lion,
14C
Fa Ron,or Leos*
3oC

311C
X

Iiimansa
issualmine
. balms Imam
al Casing
011sred

COOKS $ dishwashers for
day anchteltda br Worm
& Kozel resaianwat Ay*
Ii person Ann's Country
Kitchen

.0s"

PSV4C ,riading by Sue
5.22 56 391 111 00 per

1416 $1 Skin •

230
250
2410
530

Last
And Found

020

:

woreao
040X4 Creocore
Zio",
htuotion wonted
hares Oosionuney
mayoral

lipase

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLLNE & DIESEL

•

1 mei0
044

Lho

Laos.
Merles

753-1916

CALL

;ktME
TC

MAMIE=
MasterCard

•••• 40. •11.

•

•

MURRAY LEDGER a 'MIES

ME Illebee

Sabin
Re Oa

Hems per fled

2 STEEL sales st Melon
Lock Stop One 5211 a 32ei
250 74m 1 31119 a 310
bogey resialance IL rel.
ung 751 5980 753 1203
after 5pre

113

weed le
edam et
ilitatay
I be leme boor
ly wax
baniece
IMO be

MRS:

6 Ant
Hain.
410pi

BOGARD Trucking and El
ceireang, Inc we haul top
soil gravel. II cert. trade
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
11-4orti 7532446

Antique Booth
Space Avallabe•
New AdlitOn
40 NSW BOOERS

Tootair'S
Antique Mall
Hazel, Ky.
4924111

ENCLOSED inky Irk*
tia WWI Age $1000 obo
502-2478754 after Spin
EXTRA long twin size corn
pieta adiustable bed Wire(' 2 BOTTOM plows 6h disk.
remote control rickides 30 5ft I 611 bustihogs. used
minutia massage. $475 Irish mowers. Sn 600. SOO
4345610
3 000 Ford tractors
FOR sae aknost new wed- 502-623-6363
ding dress Cal 7562541 F GLEANER combine eic
or 759 9215 leave hard land planter
message
753- 7845
G000 dean used lawn FRONT end loader for
mowers, dearanas prices, 3000 Ford tractor
J 0 Cub, Sears II others 753-9274
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
Spats
LeiRGE tame plums,
Eeilesto
McKenzie Ordiard. Must
call to place order.
753-9468 or 753-4725
GUNS buy, sell or trade
NM metal siding II roof 4365650
Cover 36'cut to length
in. 10 colors, galvanized
arid galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
A FIREWOOD for sale
4894724.
437-4667
REPAIR & refinish furnteste Also 1951 Plymouth
Club Coupe for sale
402-8714
STEINWAY anbque square
grand piano (1872) Good
playing condition, beautiful
$5000
rosewood
753-2678

Fellable.
nce and
er

,RIER

Carrier
imes

ing record

r& Times
30or nitre

irculation
-Imes and
▪ please

Xnorive
has an
in mold
r certified
Attaining
I making,

)enerous
ates may
31 hittory

mration

137160

-411E••••

55?

pole on
. These
rd plans
10 65'h,
gUilrarl-

CE, your
Service.
+ reed'
Ss rates
OVID yOU
IN have
WM and

ICy

Rankles.
pOratiOns

10 p m .)
15.30 fix
N otter a
Peckale

makers,

2YA OLD electric dryer,
Whirlpool, $200, white. 4yr
old refrigerator, Whirlpool,
white. 18 cu, ft., frost free,
with ice maker, $425.
489-2534 after 5pm.

29R Male horn. C Ps
rktno
seam kanshed
Craismen RE 753 11084
SHADY Oalis 2 or 3tr
electric or pis Wallung de
canoe to college 7336209

MOB.,E Home ViSage
Wino water Airmailed
Connor RE 753.90911
NEW park. newer modes
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up • del water $100mo
492 6488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753.9666

DOWNTOWN office specs
aaoss from courthouse
$95/mo ricludrig all OA
ties Also nice suite of of
fic•s with windows.
$595/mo including all util
ties 753.1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308N 12th next to
Fayrs 753-9212
OFFICE or retail building.
zoned B2, app-ax 1600 sq
ft. NE corner 13th & Poplar Call 753-6001
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
UNIVERSITY Square
space available, central
gas central au, sky light.
retail and/or office space,
high traffic area 753-1492
ask or Loretta
31 I

240

Aperlawnle
For Raid
Iliscelaneous

rad

t

?MAL Apennines metes
KY noie iong appliaseons
You roust be 62. harv3
mapped or Osabled Rent
based on exams Ewa
Housing Opportunity
527-4574 or 492 8721
KENTUCKY La.. Lake
lend West, Valor ittt
apartment artalasee in
ciodad rent bawd on n
come $5 I Weir haniScap
a disabled Ewe Housing
Opportunity
502 354 ISM

4 Party

Yard Sala
7223 tillwaserswise
pft 7 is_sa.-2
SIM. 7 CIA-•12 Nese
lams be nouseriold
canning Airs caseellis
tapes books wares
lege sae art' yowng
man & women $ do
tang Cancelled I ran

MURRAY Manor Apartments now aoceptang applications for 1.2tx apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4prn. Mon-Fri.
1409 Duessud Dr

NOW taking applications
for Season 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southold* Manor. 906
Broad SI Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Fume
rya ids
¶03 ACRES all lenaell m
whined 2 Owns•grope
2 weal makings tool seed
3te daubs...vie with house
roof 6 carport added pond
mocha! mai tee Shovel by
appointment only
431-5648
$33 ACRES stocked WM
fenced pasture green
Rouse 14170 3tir mobile
home Gasman Rees Es
tete 75-39196

MuR CAL Apertminal now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 31ir apartment'
Phone 750-4964 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE 3br apt central hie
located on campus, closer
walk than dorms to MSU.
very very low utilities. 2
people $400/mo, 3 people
$450/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767

SE A •.) TIFUL siscluded
Wiring see located m Nee
Concord area eat short Oa
onos bale lase Maw a
septic eirestee be moans
$7 $OO Cast kopp'ud
753 1222 WS* 300194

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

1622 KIRKWOOD Dm..
3br home with large
sechsn L.R. central Iva,
bored ask storage. carport storage shed. aetectrusty
*eh large
brickyard 754-1673
213R brick pet outride cm
surtroorn. carport
central hra. $67.900 Cole
men RE 753-941011
3.4BR brick. 14 bark 1 car
gwage. over '4 acre lot
Lynnwood Estates,
$70.000 7534551
38R 1 berh log home, 1250
so ft cereal his visaed
coerce, great room we
fireplace, patio area.
$s2.700 4804075
38R duplex for sale
753-7047

Kids, Kids, Kids
104 Coldwasw RA.
Sak Arm haw 30
Hrn, Tess.-Sat.
10:30 sei.-4 6uss.
$3.01-15.00
will be $2.00
$3.00 & wider
well be $1.00

4842266.
3

HERITAGE MONUMENT Co.
a.m.-4:00 p.m.

502-759-1333

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

C&C

IOU CUTLASS Sierieme
Illrourpheat livery sharp •
owe cal *se saas ewer
4reik
tee7 PLYMOUTH sun
*mow NW maw good
consillion Cail 713 4419 el
yr Yee

ursery

1978 FUU. size Chevy
cargo van. 305, at. ps work
bench. wood 110 & 12V
$650 obo 753.4235
1991 TOYOTA Previa van
One Ortellef, 02.W miles
extended warranty, excel
lent condison 492-8158
used
Trude

SOLD
1986 CHEVY Silvered°
104.XXX miss, very dean
Ift mime woo. or,$5.000
328-8944

1991 CHEVY pick up. fedi
red New inn and exhaust,
loaded up. very clean
753-7976
1993 FORD Fireside with
topper, black, 6cyl
$10.500 753-0563
1994 MAZDA 63000 SE
V4. at. MAFIA cassette
5-speed. Decline. 29 XXX
mike. warranty $10 800
otio 759-9080
FOR sale 1968 Chevy
Severed°, black &gray with
gray interior. loaded.
79.XXX miles 527 5294 after Sorn

s2n
Dom
& Won
1966 I 7F T Thunder csan
ski boat 140hp 10 looks
ri.rto great $4400 see at
Mansard Island Resort
901 642 5590
1990 RANGER 360v
Yamaha Pro V Excellent
condition Must sell
5.271356 or 36.2 6148

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

LARGE lbr apt 2 walk vi
dooms closer ern dorms,
very low utilise.$221rmo 1
person. $2504vio 2 people
7532330 or 753.8747
NEW 2br dupers Avaitable
now $400. carport. deck.
aid hookup 753 3031
lease nonage

1124 libritie Dr.
Frt., June 23
7 a.m.•7
Microwave. wipe table
Men, 10110
&
screen room Iceater).
maple limp able. nigfe
Nand. leaps. lols of
gOod *thee. dotter
est= in hiss

Business on
a Budget?
Run the 2.4 consistincy ad in

gamine* every day.
=
cl3c
$175 ir
the Shopper.
(paid In advance).

for

acee Mows Ape 1. Mei

Call 753-1914 for **Oa

ALL
Inc
up
Jo*

•
reit
under constructor" Reedy lot you Jury 15th Threw
bedroom 2 bath master IsaShrocon has wiruncrool 9
R ceilings harthircod floors cus1orn cabinets
frepiace lots of dosets 3000 sq ft in Southwest
Villa Suit:Wiwi:Jr Coe now at 75)483

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Rooting - Siding
No Job Too Small

Fre* Estimates

Call lAauric•
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE
FOR LEASE IN MURRAY, KY
12.200 sq. ft., 2 loading docks, 1 driveIn door, conveyor and packaging systems, security systems, sprinkler system, central heat & air, excellent lighting and 28 ft. ceiling clearance.

Call 502-753-6654

CUSTOS lifltbkill CAAMI/111
CuS10111 eaCaccreroitiumo
Al Types a

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Orac Op And Saar (3' Shotwooth •
l.Impoiwry Wane, Illsorod &roily Wet)
753-5940

A o•doo. • s •••, to

Services
Offered

'wadi Vinyi
Underemren,
Lamm Warm*
lean) ar sq Plleo
83IK.118
K Awe Undermining
Mew & Items Moor
Cniaries
Doors %Wows
liaMeies
Deco. trowel tomer
liancinWs Ilsowsw• or
LASKO
4.5 6176 011
a • 10 $421.00
10 I fa 1771100
Mini Noels Over Deco
Atastabis
S noes sea+ er Moray
Se 641 taw
(1021 4011.911111

Yard Sale

ALCOA vinyl warg & vim
NotOacwhant tiondouxs BA
Speed 4921103

OACKOAA Sanikaa f:Gel
piets lo.nseeene wipe:
sp stave R pi faakbal COO
1111....76011 Phan. so;6816
parr 712 7221

1990 BLACK Dodge Ran
Charger 414 excellent
condition, priced to sell
7'53-8766

753-2993

/ALPINE.
.40difisiOnqw
OEM' rgs

A and A Lamb s awn mow
ing bed hawing bee tem
mire hawk 436 MS

40 Years Experience

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

EXTRA nice ltx apt acmes
street kom A4SU, no smok
ars or pea. $300 depose
Call for appointment Rogers Enterprises 753.5140

Sersoes
011esal

B08 S Pesabing Service
around hawing mow irwarisaon aid tepee at
sae *Fork arni citron work guaranteed
cleaning ma guiles 75-31131 or £355132
tile/ TOYOTA Tercet
436 286'
automatic air cond
BUILT& R new names at
753 4100
AU. carpentry t sv.a sip
Oder* garages tranung
slabs save starling at $2 a sous, fi
11188 UNCOLAI Town ow toundsions
aka &vireo's buildngs Sorry
rale or csitsnr4
condit.on
good
rwhicalailing rapers AGC Take, Yr pp VY,Ii.ams
6= 402 1113.58
weed 419 2214
53 0563
1948 OLDS Delta SI
ltor
AAITIOU€
rehauGhelii
EILP3P4HOCiCatNG Gardens
113s1i miss new yawns
naArr• repair I custom pftworid timed driveways
Gaon (warranty) $41600 soodwortung 75-35056
graded 114.11 Jones
730 2366 or 7121797
REPA.AS 437 6030
APPLIANCE
1010 GEO Storm GSI.
by 3 mayor BUSHHOGGINO blade
57ass miles good conc6 Factory Waned All
sorb work won moonng & ewe
manufacturers
ton 753-0696 Mir 5pm
and pals werrented Ask dilating 4492077
1990 GRAND AM red 2dr be Andy at The AppRivi....
Upholstery
CARPET
Works '532455
4cy1, sub. or. cassette ea
cleaning Speoal US 00
talent oondOon 90 XXX
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Per Darn Frew SiolchGard
webs 750-2088
Kerunore wesongnouoir a
Deodorizing
1990 IAAXIMA 4-374132 liehrtpoci 30. yaws ea
1 S.!: 416 26S4
BOBBY
and
p•ritinc•
S
1992 CUTLASS Supreme HOPPER 4365-846
Lv
C AW),
SL 2re SO XXX
wise be
trukiks
icyl now W•• good comb BACKHOE SERVICE
moc.• r•,..),n• boats RVs
Son 4e9 2730
BRENT ALLEN septic tank and wt. E sapient prate(
nstslabon repair rwisea tion h.,ar qv/airy iwiciwarant
1993 CADILLAC Devise
event 759 1515
*also, Roy rt4 75.94664
Owe. red insole 36 XXX
miles. $19 000 Call BACKHOE Senior ROY CARRO,k S Custom ebl
753 3672 altar 5pm
den tool) grader trade
HILL Septic System drive
foundations work bush hogging lots
hauling
ways
Maxims
1993 NISSAN
free
•11.41•1••
759 4664
GXE grey tracelint condi irlc
86:2
bon Cal 415 4003
_
BOATS be rant cal for
DR VIA AL
toilth•ng re,
1993 TOYOTA Carrry LE rates and kinds also utility
pairs ackitions and blow
1547
753
tears
widow vat gold package
ing ceilings 753 4 761
18.XXX miles 753 1292
"" 1 •
MUST set leaving country
1967 Mercury Sable Wa
•1111
gon. auto. kay loadecf ex
aillent condition black
gray Interim 71 XXx miles
$4.500 753 2028

38R duplex for sale
753-5114

1.2,380 apts Furnished,
3 ROOM house on
CUTE, like new Jr size 5-7 very nice new MSU.No
120s150 lot at 1616 Fardodos 489-2357
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets.
mer, 2 blocks to werararly.
WASHER,dryer, E.stove &
days,753-0606 after 5pm
rentable at $200
a/C. 436-2326.
270
753-8831
1913 WISWELL Rd , extra
Mobile
apt,
cen2br
luxury
large
Homes For Salo
BRICK 3br 2 bath lots of
tral gas lea, appliances
cabinets, built in stove II
1ZX65 3 bedroom, newly furnished, no pets, lease 8 VERY nice 2BR, 2 bath
dishwasher, central his,
remodeled on /, ace re- deposit required. Call duplex, appliances furndouble garage, tarps lot
FOR sale three piece bed- nted lot Must see at $5250 753-7185
ished, washer/dryer hook3'ni out 7534294
ropm set consisting of a 753-6012, leave message
heat
gas
up, central
i BR available July 1st, cen- electric air $475/mo, one
headboard and footboard,
FOR Investors,2812sq It
adaptable to either tun or HERE'S an otter you can't tral hie, wid hook-up, no month deposit, one year
new duplex. Fall Brook
430
qgeen size, chest and refuse! 7 99% financing pets, $235/mo references lease. No pets 753-2905 or
Sub Rental income
Real
dresser with attached mir- available with only 5% 8 deposit. 753-3949
753-7536
$1100/rno. Price $123.000
blots
ror, excellent condition. down payment. All 95
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
492-8516 or 762-7221
Cal 753-4899 after 5pm or model homes drastically re- energy efficient. No pets.
3.10
HALEY Appraisal Service
duced for quick sale. Offer
leave a message
Haase
Bob Haley state certified. IMMEDIATE possessson,
good now thru July 2nd $285/mo +d•posit.
For Rent
3br brick ranch we atL4RGE entertainment cen- Hurry! While the otter last. 753.8848 before 9pm.
*OM
tached garage in town
14 cherry finish, excellent Volunteer Homes, Hay 79,
SE iii, acerige 2-295
1BR furnished apt..
condition, $300 Small Paris, Tn 38242.
brick. $300/mo plus 753-1300 10a- Sp, Phone for appoinlmere to
2BA
$195/mo available now,
$300 deposit No pets, re- 489-2116 7p- 10p For sale see Iris nice home Priced
breakfast table with 2 901-642-4466.
water paid, no pets.
in the low 50's 753-7236
ferences required. or rentchairs, excellent condition,
5pm
barns large a c
after
753-5980,
moused
489-2033 alter 5pm
5450. Call 759-4941 after WANTED! Good
NEW 3br homes priced vi
fired
dark
burley
753-1300,
753-1203.
bile homes. Volunteer
70's & 80's, inenoing availHomes will give you top 1BR furnished apt , 3BR appl furnished, cen- 489-2116
dollar for your trade- in on $200/mo plus deposit, no tral hist, recently redecxx- KOPPERUD Realty has able, we consider Wade
one of our beautiful new or pets, Hwy 121 at the fair- ated, no pets, $400/mo plus buyers waiting to purchese 753-3572 after 5pm
deposit Wiliam R Fur- homes-e/1 price ranges If NEW affordable homes.
reconditioned homes. Also grounds. 753-3139.
ches 753-2376
easy financing available
you are thinking of selling- 2-31x in city Stare at mid
STEINWAY antique square with either trade- in Of 5% 1BR, nice, available now
yard. shade contact one of our courte- 50's. financing evaded,,
nice
3BR,
grand piano (1872). Good cash down Hurry while Coleman RE 753-9848.
$400/mo No pets Call ous and professional pernents less Own rent
pliying condition, beautiful super offer lasts Volunteer 1 OR 2br apts near down- 753-6931
agents at 753-1222 or slop Sidewalks, storm sewers
rosewood. $5000. Homes,Inc., Hwy 79, Pans, town Murray.
by office at 711 Main St curbs & at underground
753-4109
bath,
901-642-4466.
2
38242.
In
7e0-2678.
SPACIOUS 3br
utiles 753-4444
1 ROOM efficiency, very brick, central ha. fireplace, MUR CAL Reeky prolesmenegeestate
real
NEW home. Coles Campnear MSU, partial utilities large garage, nice neigh- sional
borhood, no pets, $650, merit, residential, comer- ground Rd Xs 2 bell, cenfurnished. Available now
6111.(11110W US ID hand* your tral gee & Wee:inc. 1900eq ft
August 1st 489-2741
Coleman RE, 753-9898
neat estate headaches) A bring area on ¶22 scree,
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
cost cutting occupancy ow nice. Call IAN Cal Realty
360
01We Utilities furnished
proving move 753-4444
753-4444.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
For Rent
Share kitchen, living room
Lane
Or
otter,
an
make
look
a
TAKE
Walk
bathroom
8
facilities
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
to MSU Coleman RE CREEKVIEW Self-storage 2br Iske property Wilson
Call
Anyllme By Appointment
753-9898
warehouses on Center Realty 121 South
753-50136
Shoney's
behind
Drive
28R 1 bath furnished. 1
1994 SUZUKI Intruder,
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
block from MSU. CUTE
6.XXX miles, garage kept,
roomy! LAVIM care pro- NEW mini- swage for rent
loaded with chrome, saddle
vided, $385/mo, lease de- All saes Call Neon Beech
begs and (AGV) helmet A
Complete Indoor display for your priposit, no pets! 753-8724.
Mini Storage 753-3853
head turret 753-5950
real
BEAUTIFUL wooded luaus
vacy and year around convenience.
28R, 1 bath duplex, w/d
Wort lot, deep year around HONDA Shadow. 700cc
370
hookup, carport Newly dewater, installed water line, '85 model. only 11 000
lirmlock
corated, ceiling tars, torestricted subdivision, miles, windshield, ported
Supplies
&
asted in Northwood subdidose to Murray 750-4410 condition
$1950
vision new MSU No pets. HORSE for sale 3yr Old
753-0197
$385/mo plus deposit I gelding Foxtrotter Call JUST reduced 2 adianing
Come see the blooming Daylillies, Japanese
lake Wont lots with total YAMAHA'S-1990 RT 100
lease 753-4487.
Iris and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
753 7787
frontage of 293ft looking 1991 PWOO 489-2357
Fre. Plan: WIth This Coupon
2BA apt on 906 Hilsvood
straight down main chan3110
YZ-250, eiscallent condition
Or, 285/mo 750-4406
nel Listing features. 40
Pits
with extras Call after
Cal
wel
&
dock, septic
& Supplies
2BIR bath 8 'A duplex, 1909
today for 1pm, 527-1042
Realty
Kopperud
'Newel Rd 759-1506 or
ALL beds 8 supplies. 30% additional information on
753-6266
oft Avis Aviary 515 S 7th MLS 13000286 Call Rick
Used
2EIR duplex, townhouse, St 759-4119
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
Can
tnplex, house, appliances
94E Wm left on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday
classes or
furnished Rent varies DOG obedience
Pontoon) Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
VI, ack.
1979
OLDS
private Serving Mune/ 14
$350- 430. Cal 753-1266
Rd (1483) First rood to left(Cook Rd )turn left 1st
cruise. 91,30LX miles. very
436-2858
years
for more details
house on left (approx 1/4 mile)
dependable, $975 obo
a 28A duplex, central ha.
2 LOTS in Preston Heights. 7S3-3000
available now, $375/mo
al pollees wadable. 101 Sae 1982 CHRYSLER New
Coleman RE 753-9098
1031[230 each 753-9741
Yorker one owner, 75,XXX
2EIR Embassy Apartments,
4 CONNECTING lots lo- *duel miles new wee 4
central gas heat, available
cared in Crappie Holm door Navy blue and
Huge
now $300/mo Coleman
Prices range from MO is sharpy! 753-1713
Yard Sale
RE, 753-91398
90184$5O07
$500
1986 CHEVY Noire 4 door
Thurs. & Fri.
Good condon good
red
28A townhouse on Diu.
al
p.m.
lot,
hat
BEAUTIFUL
I run.-11
yes $1500 obis 4362102
guid Central H/A Available
underground city utilises in
ili ftre limas at es Lem
5pm
now $325/mo Coleman
Lame5d hel Nowa um'
ducting gas Last ireatabie 10e m 5pm Attar
RE 753-0998
see It
lot in Preston Heights. lo- 43622%
Oman num maw rode
cated behind GatesborOPEN FALL 1995
213A upstairs apt 1134 S
es sod Man maw sala
ough. $13,900 753-2330 1906 GRAND Am loin%
13th St. deposit I lease.
Enrol Now Grades K-6
MIL
wwweirs
ow
maw
S.
loaded, mei sunroof & low
no pets 7534001 leave
LO011ie/ at Sinking Wino Repeal Chun*
Mt
lakalla
Inn
tics large IN 110a217 in nutmegs 753-45118
NW Southwest Ekerientery
message
eat NW low Wass 10
new subdion, nest to
swat ISa Msosel1A
191111 VW 2E77,411 800 or
437-4432
753-8487
Oaks Country Club
DUPLEX 2br near univerSorg larsaare arimes. ac
beet oilier 502-492 8158
753-5691
sity, quiet residental neighOrea treble waraters Fe
borhood, central lea lie
▪ I.at MVP
Mew $35Cvmo 753.8096

5B

1995

JUNE 21

boom
Mese

Pet

LARGE upstar 2br 2 bath
central /vs ad hook up
avaaabse JiIy 1st refer
ences 6 depose required
no pets 9345mo
753 3949

NEAR university, deluxe
1st floor apt 2 bedrooms
living room. extra large with
fine quality, plush corps(
Kitchen-dinette has range
refrigerator. disposer
Washer-dryer hookup
Four bog roomy dosses
Central electric heat and
air Clean, ready to move
in Recently redecorated
$340 deposit, $340hno
753-45609am lo 5 pm

WEDNESDAY

(

.j:11919Puckling

17641=113121211
I .1. /0.41vn•r

nitst to (n•.

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office 7S.1 6910
1.800 THE. OLK:K

112 So 171h
P.1•array KY 17071

Lowest Rates in Town
()Jay WrtHltre or Monthly Rafe,

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedp reaming endues)
Ing thulchng & mulch MIA
Ing paw damning Clean
Wheat PAW* 06dPte
Ilse Al housahld rnoutroa
Free esemesse Tim Lamb
4344744.

3 or 4 bedrooms, 2'/2 baths. 9-10 ft

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump ISMOVid,1100 grey
II‘. serene Murray. Calle
SW Cagily since 19110
ROD 118111.11.MSS 43412247
or 41184717

bedroom, lots of closets. In Southwest
school distnct with city utilities. on 2 acres
with 30x30 shop. Must see this home Call
now at 753-4873.

For Sale By Owner
C•dings, hardwood floors, view thru gas
fireplace, whirlpool bath. 16x24 master
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Advertisers!

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section runrung each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!

(Minimum of 13 Wenn)
New rase effective April 1. 1995
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Step-By-Step Approach
"romorrow A case for the defense.
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Laws Las Hamm Anson Homed. Aare
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Maar, Menne Maxermary. hey Nolen.
Swim Plum, Swei Qiesesernoes. Amen
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Sean end Nanny TIM
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Owes. Dunk Pace. Dame Porker, Jessica
▪
Ashen Rumble. Lis Sariclaid and
San Sondinsid
DON Veg.
All As
Joni Brooks. Amends
%ghee
Canny, Coneney Griffins, Jesus Joan,
Krum Korgenid. Too Leary, Tem Maa
Casesedn Mc.hum, Easily Noble, Ann
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All As asse Is
Hen *Jumada. Shan Andrus, Brooke
Baum, Men Riot,,. Troy Fields, Ronne
Facla. Elm Farm. Wesley Hen, Julie
Hightower, Phillip Hocking, Drew Houck,
Alma Heine. Conchal Klaus, Jacob
Maim,By Meat, Lauren Miller, Trevor
Penne, Bina Sale, Andrea Stalls, Rachel
Ssendeldt. &Lem Vinson, Tyler Williams,
Sarah Wergke mad Jahe Young.
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Murray Middle
lists honor roll

should have cashed both the ace and
queen of spades before leading the
queen of hearts from dummy.
If East has the king and covers
the queen. South can ruff, reenter
dummy with a trump and proceed as
before But if East does not produce
the king. South does not trump Instead, he discards the eight of clubs,
forcing West to win the trick and
make a self-destructive return
The 50-50 chance that West has
the heart king is much too important
a possibility to ignore Nothing can
he lost by exploiting this extra chance.
If West has the king, the slam is
assured If East has it. no harm has
been done
-

THURSDAY,JUNE 22., 1995
I FOf sour personal
Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call I 988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
sent% a minute.)
HAPPY BIR
!IN THE
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Keep your ears open today and you
Buckle down to work and the sky. is will learn about an interesting finanthe limit where success is Con- cial trend. A respectful. cooperative
cerned. Trasel and socializing enjoy approach will convince an expert to
highly tastiest* influences. Love is help you interpret certain data.
a great motivator. You work extra Show your gratitude for a favor.
hours to peoside for those closest to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
your heart_ Business changes in along with key associates in matters
October could involve a move to concerning job and health stability.
another cits- or state. Be flexible. Glad tidings are headed your way. If
When famils members pull togeth- you need to save more money. study
er, great things can be accom- spending habits. A budget re% ision
plished. Keep detailed records for could prove helpful.
tax purposes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Get behind your mate or another
THIS DATE: actress Meryl Streep. loved one who is in need of help.
basketball player Clyde Drexler. New rapport is likely if you sidestep
singer Kris Kristofferson, actress controversial topics. Bringing up
Lindsas Wagner.
prior disputes is counterproductive.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Focus on mutually beneficial proLook forward to another excellent jects.
day for cooperative enterprises and
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
monetary maneuvers. Ambition 21): Keep discussions alive if they
spurs you to new heights. Old have anything to do with a dear-tofnends are supportive.
your-bean project. Allow for possiTAURUS (April 20-May 20): ble delays when traveling. Marital
Take stock of both personal and harmony may be in short supply.
partnership resourtes. You cannot Guard against sharp exchanges.
afford to waste money in pursuit of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
illusory objectives. Let bygones be 19): This is one of the best days this
bygones with your relatives.
month for partnership enterprises.
GEMINI May 21 -June 20): Sci- Heed your intuition if asked for a
ence, music and travel will enrich loan or an unusual favor. Beware of
your life. Start planning a fall vaca- mistaking wishful thinking for inspition. Investigating package deals ration. A practical attitude is vital.
could help you find a real bargain.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A Continue to rely on close friends
splendid day for those selling their and allies. Decisions made in consers ices or attempting to make an cert have all the earmarks of sucimpression in high quarters. Ear- cess. Give serious consideration to a
mark extra funds for a specific pur- travel offer or marriage proposal. A
pose. Holding grudges is simply not tentative romance could suddenly'
your style. Forgive and forget
deepen.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take up
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
where you left off yesterday. Your The outlook for business is much
creative and artistic powers are more encouraging now. Take the
stronger- than ever. Put your person- initiative in matters that involve
al imprint on an important wort pro- your future financial security'. A
ject. This evening, devote yourself carefully crafted plan of attack will
to enjoyable domestic pursuits. catch an opponent ,off-guard. Press
Relax.
your advantage.
TODAY'S CHILDREN may be happy and carefree one moment,
somber and warned the next. Fortunately, these mood swings are shrank% ed. Gentle and generous. these Cancerians are capable of intense love and
devotion. Wise parents will encourage these bright youngsters to stand on
their own two feet. Otherwise, an unhealthy dependency could develop.
postponing emotional matunty. Hard-working and well-organi7ed, these
Cancenans often become the backbone of any company that employs them.
Their integrity IS unquestioned.

HELEN BOUGHTON photo
Pictured at a meeting of Republican Women of Calloway County were,
from left, Nancy Meacham. Jo Ann Hammock, Joy Meade, vice president. and Jackie Oliver, recording secretary.

Republican Women
discuss fundraiser
Joy Meade, Vice President,
Murray/Calloway County Republican Women, called the May meeting to order in the absence of
President Kathy Thornton. Following roll can and the reading of the
minutes by Jackie Oliver they were
approved as read. The Opening
Prayer was said by Helen Boughton.
Meade read a letter of resignation
from President Kathie Thornton.
Thornton's resignation was accepted with much regret and understanding of her heavy schedule and
need for more time. However, she
also "mentioned that she can return
as a member in the near future and

Schiappa
gets degree
at Harvard
Barbara Dublin Schiappa received the A.L.B.degree in humanities with concentration in literature
and writing at Harvard University's
344th commencement on June 8th.
An honors graduate, Schiappa
received a Dean's List Academic
Achievement award and the Reginald H. Phelps Prize, the highest
academic honor bestowed by Harvard on a baccalaureate degree
candidate.
Schiappa is the author of "Mixing: Catholic-Protestant Marriages
in the 1980s" (Paulist Press, 1982)
and has contributed articles to
numerous magazines and newspapers. A 1961 graduate of Murray
High School, she attended Murray
State University and served as director of medical records at Murray-Calloway County Hospital from
1967-1970.
She and her husband, Charles,
live in Carlisle, Mass. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Cordie Maie Dublin and the late 0.0.Dublin,sister
of Rebecca Landolt and neice of Mr.
and Mrs. G.W. Faughn, all of
Murray.

be of some help for the cause." It
was decided Meade will act as
president until a replacement can be
named.
Meade said she has made up a
filer which should be helpful for
getting additional members. She
will have copies run and handed out
at the next meeting June 29th at
7 p.m. in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank at
North 12th and Chestnut Streets.
Members decided they would
like to help the Calloway County
Republican Party chairman Jackie
Oliver in a fundraiser. Oliver is
heading up the commiuee to organize the event. All Republican men
and women and interested Democrats will be invited.
One of the goals of the Calloway
County Republican Women is to
help elect Larry Forgy as Republican Governor and to raise funds
toward that end.
Refreshments were served by
Nancy Meacham.

DOD
PLUMBING
Residentia • Commercial
• Service Repair
Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

753-4736

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
Kciitals
• Daily
I)cpentLibls•( .irs
•(
• (.111 ( I or 101c.

Holland Nlotor Sales
7
,13 S. 12th St.
753-4461

•

American Made - American Owned

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • 753.1 1 1 1 • Owners

Ronnie Melvin 6 Gerrald Boyd
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;
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Darren Howard
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"METROPOLIS"

vning lead — jack of spades

flow would you play this hand at
• diamonds to love yourself the
chance for the contract'
"the actual South won the spade
with the king and drew two
%Incl.; of trumps After cashing the
heart ace he crossed to the spade
•leen and ruffed the queen of hearts
I Ins I arer then led a wade to dummy's
• r• And returned a club
lie n as planning to play the eight
Easti
followed low This would force
11 est to win and return a club into
the A Q or else yield a ruff-and'
discard. either of which would hand
South the contract
Hut East. having carefully obsersed declarers maneuvers up to
this point, threw a monkey wrench
into the works by playing his nine on
the club lead from dummy Now.
whether South played the queen or
followed low, a club continuation by
the defense would sink the slam
Actually,ckclarer wason the right
track, but he neglected to take ad.vantage of one additional chance to
make the slam After drawing
trumps and playing the heart ace,he

PONDEROSA.
AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAKHOUSETm

SPECIAL, SPECIAL, SPECIAL, SPECIAL, SPECIAL
Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur. &

Lunch Grand Buffet *V 11 am -4 pm
Dinner Grand Buffet $399 4 p ni -CSOSe
Good only with purchase of beverages

Because you're special!
124, Exit 37, Metropolis, IL
Good
MIMEO

.11No

cedl your lord chaplet
o %2.
4o. la ALA
,

0.., So

f

OIND

only at Metropolis

Ponderosa • not valid with other discounts or coupons

Expires 6/30/95

.
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LOOIUNG BACK
Teti yaws ego
By Peter N. Gott. M.D.
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:ounty were,
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DEAR DR (OTT I hase an
extreutels stubborn case of eczema
Ms dermatologist halm t made much
headway with my problem I m U and
uiwoinlonable
DEAR READER Eczema la citron
ie. scaly rash seen often in comunc
tsos with by bhsters• may be caused
by skin allenpes to soap antibiotics
and garment dyes. for example". expo
sure to industrial agents such as
hydrvearbonsi. and sunhght In many
cases of eczema, the cause cannot be
identified
The therapy of choice is topical cur
tisone
I don't know why your dermatolo
gist has had difficulty treating your
problem Perhaps the products he has
chosen aren't strong enough Or
maybe you're allergic to some as-yet
unidentified factor in your environ
ment
!suggest that you request a referral
to a dermatology clinic at a teaching

hospital. ober, speesaissis wekonte
challenging cases Also yeu might
consider seeing an allergist tor Wed
and shot tests
Finally you might try -turbo-chars
ing - your cortisone cream bs using
occlusive dressings at night Al bed
lime. apply the cream and then cover
the area with plastic wrap. which you
can remove in the morning
To give sou more information I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Eczema and Psoriasis -Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long self
addressed. stamped envelope to P0
Box 2433. New York. NY 0063 Be
sure to mermen the title
DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
Parkinson's disease
DEAR READER This neurological
disease. marked by muscular rigidity.
unstable gait and a tremor, is caused
by a deficiency of the brain chemical
dopamine Parkinson's disease is
common, progressive and gradually
disabling without treatment
Patients characteristically exhibit a

ie cause.- It
will act as
einem can be

; made up a
helpful for
rnbcrs. She
LI handed out
unc 29th at
ity Room of
>les Bank at
tnut Streets.
they would
way County
rman Jackie
Oliver is
lee to organliblican men
!stcd Demo-

he Calloway
/omen is to
as Rcpubliraise funds
served by

-pill radios- tremor and slois mune
meat that progresses to a lack of
facial expression diffscults initiating
motor tasks a shuMusit gun constipa
Don and many other symptoms
Depression and dementia loss of cog
muse attains are frequent
The diagnosis is "%dent on cum
nation
Treatment conaists of a tenets of
presenption drugs prunanIs Sincirwt
that supply necessary dopamine or
help control the muscular problems
Physical therapy enables patients to
maintain independence
in> sv.%sesilk NT)KrItL4 4s5%

DR. GOTT

•

PETER
GOTT, M D.

Tw en!, 'ears ago
Murray-Calloway Counts Hospital Board of Commissioners
voted to hire three physicians to
work 8-hour shifts to be headquartered in the emergency room.
24 hours per day. seven days a
week.

DAILY COMICS

Thirty "ears ago
Army Spectalitt Four James C
Dowdy has been assigned to U S
Army Support Command as a
mechanic in Vietnam He is the
son of Mr and Mrs Edward
Dowdy.
Dr Charles Scarbrough Wird
about "Alcoholism" at a meeting
of Murray Cis sun Club at South'
side Restaurant. Special music
was presented by Mrs Glindel
Reaves and her daughter, Carolyn. on the marimba
Carolyn McNcels and Ed Tho

BLONDIE

TODAY IN HISTORY

*mews vINtior eott46
tO ele READY,IVNEY

Today is Wednesday. June 21. the 172nd day of 1995. There are
193 days left in the year. Summer arrives at 4 14 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time.
Today's Highlight an History:
On June 21. 1788, the U.S. Constitution went into effect as New
Hampshire became the ninth state to ratify it.
On this date:
In 1834, Cyrus Hall McCormick received a patent for his reaping
machine.
In 1932, heavyweight Max Schmeling lost a tole fight by decision
to Jack Sharkey, prompting Schmcling's manager, Joe Jacobs. to
exclaim: "We was robbed!"
In 1945, 50 years ago, during World War IL American soldiers on

CALVIN and HOBBES
TRICK TO BALAKING IS
TO HAVE Is LITTIE CORMARD
1ACK.STl)til
tA4
t10 140t4ENTIA!
MOMENTotAr
- fr

Okinawa found the body of the Japanese commander. Lt. Gen. Mitsuru Ushijima, who had committed suicide.
In 1948. inventor Dr. Peter Goldmark of CBS Laboratories-demon-

..1VST PEDAL SID*21 I'M
HOLDING 114E. BIKE • Y3 101.1
WONT FALL
litNLL LET GO
AND Ilk BIKE „
%ILI_ LAUNCH
ME. INTO THE *
010SPIJEDE.!

strated the first successful long-playing record.
In 1963. Cardinal Giovanni Battista Montini was chosen to succeed
the late Pope John XXIII as head of the Roman Catholic Church. The
new pope took the name Paul VI. •
In 1964, civil rights workers Michael H. Schwerner. Andrew Goodman and James E. Chancy disappeared in Philadelphia. Miss., their
bodies were found buried in an earthen dam six weeks later.
In 1977, Menachem Begin, leader of Israel's right-wing Likud bloc.

ING

became the country's sixth prime minister.
In 1982. a jury in Washington D.C. found John Hinckley Jr. inno-

areal.

mmercial
epaff

A highly sophisticated sad
compsicrued system fix use in
exercise suns testing has been
matalkd recently in die Electrocardiogram Department at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
IlW Maddox. son of Brenda
sad William Maddos. Murray
High School student. attended the
Kentu:10 Youth Leadership
Seminar held June 7-9 at Transylvania Unisenits. Lexington
Ernie O'Brien and John Kelso.
students at Calloway Counts
High School. were winners at the
1985 Kentucky High School
Rodeo Finals held at Purchase
District Fairgrounds. Mayfield
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Shelby and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs Roger
Mathis. June 14

Raady Lynn Heradoa and
Michael Farris of Calloway
County High School and Mart
Bonus and Gary Hainsworth of
Murray High School attended
Boys State at Eastern Restock)
. Ritimond Herndon
University.
was elected a senator -at large
Barbara Hale. Peggy Sue
Shroat. Mary Masters. Alice
Hodges. Thelma Watford and
Don Dismore are officers of
Western Kentucks Chapter of
Council for Escepttonal Children
at its meeting at Paducah
Mr and Mrs Carl Jones Sr .
were married 50 years June 19

CATHY
TRNANCIAL PROJECTIONS TO
C1VU5TMA5 THANK YOU NOTES
CALCULATE
00 IT ON 'ME TO WRITE. ADDRESS 930K TO
PLANE... BACKE/ROUND MATERI- REDO...FILES TO OR6ANILE
AL TO 60 OYER: ru. CO IT ON
FOUR MONTHS Of NEWSPAPERS
THE PLANE....
TO READ.. I'LL CO rr ON THE
PLANE! Tu.tio a AU.ON
THE PLANE !!'

.lily Work"

en Howard

36

REA04
0 MAKE
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cent by reason of insanity in the shootings of President Reagan and
three other mcn.
In 1989, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that burning the American
YES nt.TAKE"
flag as a form of political protest is protected by the First
SEAT NUAISER,
8 THROWN SEAT Amendment.
Ten years ago: American. Brazilian and West German scientists
NUMBER 31
announced that skeletal remains exhumed from a graveyard in Brazil
were those of Nazi war criminal Dr. Josef Mengele.
Five years ago: An estimated 50.000 Iranians were killed in a major

earthquake.
One year ago: President Clinton. addressing members of the Business Roundtable, made an impassioned call for action on health-care
reform, saying: "I refuse to declare defeat." American teen-ager
Michael Fay was released from a Singapore prison, where he'd been
flogged for vandalism.
Today's Birthdays: Cartoonist Al Hirschfeld is 92. Actress Jane
Russell is 74. Actress Maureen Stapleton is 70. Actor Bernie Kopcll is
62. Actor Monte Markham is 60. Actor Ron Ely is 57. Actress Mancite Hartley is 55. Comedian Joe Flahcny is 55. Rock singer-musician
Ray Davies is 51. New Hampshire Gov. Steve Merrill is 49. Actress

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
cip VOL) L.04m. Nee.,IsiON19

I 1RINK IT WOULD BEINT°
THE. HOOZAMARAZAMA DoDZAtoteelLLIONS/

ut4 HUH

You Do!

Meredith Baxter is 48. Actor Michael Gross is 48. Pakistan's prime
minister, Benazir Bhutto is 42. Britain's Prince William of Wales is
13.
Thought for Today: "Children are God's spies." -- Elizabeth Bowen, Irish author (1899-1973).
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Hunter NIaddot Hancock 01
Kentudis
Murray as one of I
High School graduates who hase
been awarded schoalrships to the
College of
neinecring at the
l'fissersits ot Kentucky,
esington
Rekent births repotted at Nlur
ray Hospital in, kick a girl to Mr
and Mrs James Cattleherrs, a
boy to Mr and Mrs C T Bowerman, a girl to Mr and Mrs Joe
/4 Carter. and a girl to Mr and
Mrs Hems Ri.hardson

DEAR ABBY
DEAN Aim,
,

1
It

12 sears
Ms sister l'eg Ilse. 711 Milo} fnao
hem ,orid hoe. keen ins trratrnerit for
4.1hict for tw,,
Ship I• WI
bah% sits tor her grandchildren and
is far fnim ini ill% alit'
ast month Peg phoned and
insitedowtosvot6prandherlms
haw] ".loo•
Flies haso- a I.', el',
large home in the tits and a
rmi,•.. ,g•k,a s
lotkeshoro• oi,ttago.
MI, late husband and I were titre I.
them. and we 'quo%ed Mali% % at a
AIM

Nil) .1 a ida loot

HSI!. h"Mt her

'it thrill
I a as deliglito-11 i
After a few dins this asked row to,
go to their cottage at the Li k.• At
the last rillhtlh• MI. sister Ihdfl t
but she said she would tom tis sit
das sir two so Joe aral I sin's, to its.
lake tiarethi.r
That esening, much to Ms stir
pnse, Joe NON all user
tchirW
the that he and al% •ister bath, t
sh-pt lisgrt her •III•V she wad Chas:
Ilfised a It h cancer
I told hint I
t dreani sit sleeping with
him "Dieu he told me ins sister
thought it wit. a pod idea 1 a as
shocked and insulted All I iiaold
think of aft% getting back to ins oam.
which I did
hi.me
Abbs • I never implied that I woo.
stars iiifor seic I house trim-rust ohil
dren grand, hillrlren arid mans
friends I trasel arid Pulse a full lifc
%%Its would the% think I am a free
ticket for their so... prot,irsti' How
•floollot 1 act toward them rita'
SIP els:I.:1/
SHOCKED: Just
DEAR
because Joe told you that his
proposition was your sister's
idea doesn't make it so. If you
are uncomfortable in their eonspatsy, don't encourage any gettogether, that might put you in
a position of being left alone
with Joe. But don't issoid your
sister becalm'e of something said
by your lecherous brother-inlaw while he was trying to sell
you on a proposition. It might
not he true.
• • •

16 Grain
15 Estrada it)
21 Chinese
f2 *S)
22 Tao 23 TVs
Colombo
24 Typo of bean
25 Pan of ETA
26 Container

a comae
29 Goa mound
30 Foam,of
Ciabi Kent
31 'Auk' Lang

0, obe,

PEANUTS

ANO WHEN eM
SIXTY, I'LL RE
EVEN MORE
CRAY!

1 Weapon
4 Super (football)
8 March date
12 Full of
(suffix)
13 Som Free"
lioness
14 He preceded
Clinton
15 Reconcile
17 Recent
(prefix)
19 Father
20 Game with
It21 - out (rnak•
do)
22 Ms Chanssa
23 -- tire
25 1Aosiem Mkt
26 Handful ID
27 Ventilate
28 Enargy unit
29 Coen.toas
09110n
32 K N kraiup
33 - pigeon
35 Expression
of pain
36 Destroyed

11111
38 Individual
39 60 secs
40 'Casablanca'
actress
(Inds )
41 Opp of white
42 - history
43 Mr Carney
45 TVs Barney
Meer
46 Rover island
47 Eastwood ID
48 Two ISP
49 Author
Christie
Singer
•
52
54

mas. Munay Ntate rage Hu
dents hum Murray. spoke about
the orgasitation. Eaton BOSSISM,
Leaders of Amerika. at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House
Donna Lass.'" and James
Ronald Jackson were married
June 6 at South Pleasant GM% C
United Methodist Church
Forts sears ago
Murray Board of Education has
purchated the Wyman Jones'
proticris on South Ninth Street
for the sum of S'.000 The house
will be torn down and the kit will
be used los a playground
Mrs Yandall %rather has
accepted the position of assistant
home demonstration agent (or
C allow ay Count) 1. taCnSion

33 Chicago
bissabelfir
34 Writing fluid
37 Hots
39 - of-tact
41 FoundaSiOn
42 Spyarg
43 Farm
ressmium
44 Barr* 46 Seger Don
lisps
Si Dorms,
IS Casocion
SO Orem spa

II Si.Si=1
SI tlasdeses

DEAR ABBY My wife and I
bought a house last year, and we
are building an addition onto it I
have been working on it during the
day, end Men.. nights. too
I used to go to the gym about two
days it week fair two or three hours
My wife oomplained that I wasn't
home enough, or, I asked her to go to
the am with me She refuned. afi
stopped Ruing, too
She spends a lot of time wan-hang
television When 1 try to talk to her,
she hushes me up so she can hear
the TV. a. I len and do more work on
the hour. She cant physicallii help
me, but she could hand me nails and
tools, and keep me company
Sitting around watching televi
soon and drinking beer is not my
idea of spending time with my wife
I have offered to take her out to
dinner. but that didn't work either
because she would have to miss one
of her television programs
We don't have „children yet,
although we hope to have now, but
she isn't working very hard on that
either Can you help me'
NEElkS ADVICE
DEAR NEEDS: The person in
your family who needs advice is
your wife. like appears to be
very immature and needs to
reorganise her prioritise. It she
doesn't wake up to the fact that
she is doing very little to make
•successful marring., she Is
due for•rude a
If you haven't eons tiered
marriage counseling a••oomph,, plows do. And Oars da sot
have children =dam (and instil)
your marriage is @mum
•••

Abby sh•res moons of Isor reverie..
*soy igripnrper• rwripors To crew. woad •
hu•Iss••• six.. moll •441r••••41••••44,0.
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-7:30
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FOOD ROUND-UP

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
An••••

Oscar
Mayer

Fresh
Home
Grown

Certified

GROUND
!HICK

SLICED
BACON

CABBAGE

89
16 oz.
Pkg.
16 oz. $1.79
16 oz. $1.89
lb. $1.59

Bryan Juicy

Jumbo Franks
Tenn. Pride Pork

Sausage
Value Pack Pork
Spare Ribs

Any Size Package

Value Pack

Pork Steak

lb.

Value Pack

Fryer Drumsticks
Value Pack

Fryer Thighs

$1.59
lb. 79'
a 79`

Lb.
Bunch 99'
lb. 79'

Fresh 18 Size California

Broccoli
Roma

Tomatoes

oneless

RIBEYE
STEAK
California

Value Pack Size Pkg.

NECTARINES

9
Boneless Value Pack

Shoulder Steak
Value Pack Beet

Cube Steak
Value Pack

Fryer Breast
41=r-

Mr—

Lb.
lb. $1.89
lb. $2.29
lb. $1.39

Lb.
ea. $1.19
lb. 69'

24 Pk. 12 oz. Cans
Western 15 Size

Limit 2
$2.99

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Wild Cherry Pepsi

Cantaloupes
Sweet Georgia

Peaches

'

DOG
FOOD
Prairie

•

ran=

-

Yarnels Premium

--

ORANGE JUICE

ICE CREAM OR
FROZEN YOGURT

1/2 Gallon Carton

1/2 Gallon Carton

Prairie Farms IS as Carta

Cottage
Cheese

PEANUT BUTTER
On Jar
With Instant Coupon
ID as. Jar $1.69 Reg. Price

Ritz
11-16 as. Box

IS ox. Can

Armour With Beans

Crackers

Chili

79'

Armour I es. Can

Vienna
Sausage_

CRACKERS
16 oz. Box

Armour
84 oz. Can

Beef Stew

Double'

FLOUR or MEAL
7'/4 Oz. Box

Effective Dates:
June 2147

rrunific
IsTobir
OATMEAL CREAM PIES

.
1 Double 0 Pink'
ALMO

Multi Pack Box

HOMETOWN PR

We mon" the r19h1 10
!knit quendtles and comet
pnnting errors.
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mminmemone

Fresh
Home
Grown

1AGE

11 6

lb.
99'
lb. 79'
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Lb.
$1.19
lb. 69'
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